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Mathematical morphology is an established field of image processing first introduced as an
application of set and lattice theories. Originally used to characterise particle distributions,
mathematical morphology has gone on to be a core tool required for such important analysis
methods as skeletonisation and the watershed transform. In this thesis, I introduce a selection
of new image analysis techniques based on mathematical morphology.
Utilising assumptions of shape, I propose a new approach for the enhancement of vessel-like
objects in images: the bowler-hat transform. Built upon morphological operations, this approach
is successful at challenges such as junctions and robust against noise. The bowler-hat transform is
shown to give better results than competitor methods on challenging data such as retinal/fundus
imagery.
Building further on morphological operations, I introduce two novel methods for particle and blob
detection. The first of which is developed in the context of colocalisation, a standard biological
assay, and the second, which is based on Hilbert-Edge Detection And Ranging (HEDAR), with
regard to nuclei detection and counting in fluorescent microscopy. These methods are shown
to produce accurate and informative results for sub-pixel and supra-pixel object counting in
complex and noisy biological scenarios.
I propose a new approach for the automated extraction and measurement of object thickness for
intricate and complicated vessels, such as brain vascular in medical images. This pipeline depends
on two key technologies: semi-automated segmentation by advanced level-set methods and
automatic thickness calculation based on morphological operations. This approach is validated
ii
and results demonstrating the broad range of challenges posed by these images and the possible
limitations of this pipeline are shown.
This thesis represents a significant contribution to the field of image processing using mathem-
atical morphology and the methods within are transferable to a range of complex challenges
present across biomedical image analysis.
iii
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, I explore a set of mathematical techniques, those of mathematical morphology, in
relation to image processing and analysis. The power of these methods for image enhancement
is demonstrated in the context of medical images and a technique that was derived from the
ideas behind granulometry, a particular morphological approach, is developed and analysed in
the context of a bioimage analysis task. The methods developed in this thesis apply to a range
of imaging scenarios but particularly to problems found in the medical and biological imaging
fields.
First, I introduce the use of mathematical morphology for the enhancement of vessel-like struc-
tures in two-dimensional (2D) medical imaging, specifically retinal imaging. Second, I show the
use of a mathematical morphology-based approach to blob/particle detection and quantification
in a standard biological assay: colocalisation of proteins. Third, I develop a method that has
been derived from granulometric approaches for the detection, counting and quantification of
ellipse-like objects in general images. This approach is then applied to another common task in
bioimage analysis, that of nuclei detection and counting. Finally, I introduce a mathematical
morphology approach to measuring the thickness, in three-dimensional (3D), of vasculature
networks, specifically those captured by time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography (MRA).
This chapter will introduce key background concepts in biomedical image analysis including a
brief overview of image enhancement, colocalisation, nuclei detection and vasculature thickness.
I will also outline the structure of this thesis.
21.1 Biomedical Image Analysis
Imaging has been an essential tool in the life sciences for around 350 years [8]. Much of our
current biological knowledge and many medical diagnostic protocols have been built upon imaging
technologies. However, in the last decade or so, the size, detail and quantity of biological and
medical imaging data has risen to colossal amounts. In modern biological experiments, using
new super-resolution and lightsheet approaches, it is not unusual to accumulate terabytes of data
per experiment, e.g. [9]. Thus, it has become increasingly important for computational methods
to fully and partly automate analysis, quantification and annotation of biological and medical
images [10].
The key challenges in all biological and medical image analysis lie in the intra- and inter-
image variability of features and objects as well as in the complex nature of biological objects
themselves [11]. As such, newly developed approaches to any stage of analysis must be either
robust to large portions of this variability or be supported by clear and practical assumptions
on the choice of modality, preparation, assay and features of interest.
Despite the broad range of modalities, assays, preparations and contexts, much of biological
and medical image analysis fall into several key categories: image registration, image enhance-
ment, feature and object detection, object segmentation, measurement, and feature or object
classification. In this thesis I have developed tools for image enhancement, object detection
and measurement; these tools can be integrated with other techniques to fulfil more complex
requirements and pipelines.
1.2 Image Enhancement
Many images, particularly in biological and medical imaging, suffer from problems that obscure
objects or features of interest. For example, low contrast between an object of interest and
background is a common problem in many forms of medical imaging where tissues of interest
may not be distinguishable from neighbouring tissues. As such, image enhancement is often an
early step in an analysis pathway [12].
Image enhancement aims to improve the visual quality of an image to aid human qualitative
analyses and automated quantitative analyses of features/objects in the image. For example, in
our tissue example, image enhancement tools for enhancing the contrast at boundaries between
3tissues may be employed before semi-automated segmentation of the tissues of interest. Altern-
atively, a denoising process may be applied to images with large amounts of noise due to the
low efficiency of fluorophores and thus the high exposure needed for fluorescent imaging with
particular labels.
In this thesis, I focus on one particular area of image enhancement: the strengthening of vessel-like
objects in greyscale images (see figure 1.1). Tools for this problem are designed to enhance (often
by brightening) vessel-like objects relative to the image background and lessen non-vessel-like
objects (i.e. blobs) [13]. However, many of the state-of-the-art approaches still have significant
problems with the loss of signals at junctions, the mistaken enhancement of non-vessel-like
objects and difficulties in dealing with the intrinsically multi-scale nature of biological systems
(see chapter 3 (p. 20)).
1.3 Colocalisation
In biology, colocalisation assays are used to investigate if two molecules meet in space and time.
If there is significant correlation in the localisation of these two molecules, then there is a high
chance that the two proteins interact either directly or indirectly. Colocalisation is usually one
of several assays carried out to probe interactions between molecules.
The classical approach to colocalisation is to fluorescently label the two proteins of interest
and image them, one protein per channel, with fluorescence microscopy. Often, these images
are analysed qualitatively by overlapping the two images (see figure 1.2 (p. 5)); however, it is
standard to take a simple quantitative measure by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the two images [14].
However, this approach to colocalisation is pixel-dependent and intensity-dependent and object-
based approaches to colocalisation have been introduced over recent years [15]. In object-based
approaches, the signals of interest are segmented first, and their ‘colocalisation’ is measured
against a statistical model. Additional information can be gained from this approach, such as
distance or orientation.
In this thesis I extend an object-based colocalisation method (chapter 4 (p. 48)). This approach
identifies putative particulate objects using a blob enhancement step and Gaussian kernel fitting;
identifies putative filamentous objects with local thresholding and pairs signals based on the
Hungarian algorithm [16]. Importantly, I highlight the areas of uncertainty in such a method
and such concerns extend to other existing object-based colocalisation algorithms.
4(a) Original image (b) Perfect vessel enhancement
(c) Original Fluorescence Mi-
croscopy Image
(d) Enhanced microscopy data
Figure 1.1: Top: an ideal vessel enhancement: the original image (a) contains a bright blob-like
object and a low-contrast vessel-like object, after enhancement (b) the vessel is bright and the
blob has been supressed. Bottom: a real example of vessel enhancement, the original image (c)
has been processed using the the bowler-hat transform (described in this thesis) to provide the
enhanced image (d). Note that, in the real images, the enhancement is not perfect (c.f. synthetic
images) but the vessels are enhanced and the blobs dulled in this sample
5(a) Example protein of interest
A
(b) Example protein of interest
B
(c) Visual assessment of coloc-
alisation
(d) Fluorescence micrograph of
a protein of interest A
(e) Fluorescence micrograph of
a protein of interest B
(f) Visual assessment of coloc-
alisation by overlaying fluores-
cence micrographs
Figure 1.2: Visual colocalisation of two molecules A and B. Schematically, particles of molecule A
(a) and particles of molecule B (b) correlate in position (c). Fluorescence micrographs captured
of each protein (d,e) can be overlaid to show areas of colocalisation (f).
6(a) Raw fluorescence image of nuclei (b) Manually drawn outlines of nuclei as
provided as ground truth with the dataset
Figure 1.3: Nuclei and cell counting in fluorescent images (a) is an important step in its own right
but can also be a starting step in full cell segmentation (b). Image from the Broad Bioimage
Benchmark Collection [21, 22].
1.4 Nuclei Detection
Nuclei detection is required for a large amount of quantitative biology: nuclei counting may be
the analysis needed for high-throughput microscopy (e.g. in histopathology [17]), or detection
may be used to seed a segmentation algorithm for detailed analysis of the morphodynamics of a
cancerous cell culture [18]. There are many approaches to this problem as different modalities,
various cell types and different preparations each provides unique challenges. A large number
of these approaches are based on general ellipse detection algorithms, such as elliptical Hough
transforms [19], kernel fitting [20] and beyond (see section 5.5 (p. 103) for a brief summary of
the field).
Many current approaches to nuclei detection or segmentation lack the ability to count nuclei or
cells accurately if cells are clustered or overlapping; struggle with inhomogeneity or inter-nuclei
variation; may be sensitive to parameters or indeed rely on a large number of parameters; or
rely on a priori knowledge, such as a predetermined number of expected nuclei (see [23] for a
review).
In this thesis, I introduce a new approach to general ellipse detection derived from granulometry
and built on the idea of Hilbert-edge detection and ranging and the assumptions of ellipse
7symmetry and signal shape (chapter 5 (p. 79)). This method is demonstrated and validated
on a broad range of synthetic and real images as well as being applied to the more specific
problem of nuclei detection (section 5.5 (p. 103)).
1.5 Measuring Vasculature Thickness
The thickness of vasculature is often seen as an important metric for automated diagnosis and
quantification of vascular abnormalities, e.g. [24–26]. However, many approaches to measuring
the thickness of vascular networks and abnormalities rely on either 2D approximations of the
thickness [27, 28], which may be automated, and/or manual measurement or annotation of these
images [29, 30].
In this thesis, I describe an approach to 3D thickness calculation for brain vasculature captured
using time-of-flight (TOF) MRA. This pipeline includes a semi-automated segmentation stage us-
ing state-of-the-art graphical processing unit (GPU) level-set technologies, followed by thickness
calculation using sequential mathematical openings. We show the results of this approach to be
good at measuring thickness and sensitive enough to highlight abnormalities, such as aneurysms
(chapter 6 (p. 112)).
1.6 Notation and Data in this Thesis
Throughout this thesis I will refer to images, structuring elements and operations on these. For
the purpose of this text an image is a 2D or 3D array of pixels with floating points values in
the range [0, 1] (greyscale) or integer values 0 or 1 (binary). The same applies to structuring
elements/functions, introduced in the next chapter, and kernels.
1.7 Overview of Thesis and Research Contributions
This thesis is divided as follows: first, I introduce the basic concepts behind mathematical mor-
phology before moving on to discuss image enhancement, introducing a newly developed approach
for vessel enhancement based on mathematical morphology. Then I describe two methods for the
detection and quantification of blob-like objects at different scales: one, for small particles, based
on Gaussian kernel fitting and the other, for larger objects, based on granulometry. Finally, I
introduce a thickness measurement approach built on sequential morphological openings for the
analysis of vascular networks in 3D. The chapters are laid out as follows:
8Chapter 2 In this chapter I will introduce the basic principles of mathematical morphology,
specifically within the context of greyscale image processing. I demonstrate erosion, dila-
tion, opening and closing in 2D binary and greyscale images before briefly introducing
other morphological transforms used in this thesis.
Chapter 3 Vessel enhancement, particularly before the extraction of vascular structures, is a
key stage in many automated diagnostic and clinical pipelines. Whilst a number of image
processing techniques have been proposed for this, many still have issues, particularly with
respect to junctions and the broad range of scales involved in a biomedical network. In
this chapter, I introduce a new approach to vessel enhancement based on mathematical
morphology. Mathematical morphology is widely used in image processing and has been
used in image enhancement previously. However, the approach proposed here, the bowler-
hat transform, combines different structuring functions together to identify innate features
of vessel-like objects. This new approach is robust at junctions and able to cope with
variations in thickness and contrast throughout vessel-like structures. I evaluate the pro-
posed approach with both synthetic and real data and compare the results quantitatively
with several existing vessel enhancement methods. My results show that this approach
is promising with high-quality enhanced images, accuracy at junctions and robustness to
noise.
Chapter 4 Blobs and curves occur everywhere in plant bioimaging: from signals of fluorescence-
labelled proteins, through cytoskeletal structures, nuclei staining and cell extensions such
as root hairs. In this chapter, I look at the problem of colocalisation of blobs with blobs
(protein-protein colocalisation) and blobs with curves (organelle-cytoskeleton colocalisa-
tion). This chapter demonstrates a clear quantitative alternative to pixel-based coloc-
alisation methods and, using object-based methods, can quantify not only the level of
colocalisation but also the distance between objects. Included in this chapter are compu-
tational algorithms, biological experiments and guidance for those looking to increase their
use of computationally-based and quantified analysis of bioimages. This chapter describes
an extension of an original method in a way that aims to explain to non-computing experts
how to understand the limitations and pitfalls in computational approaches to solving
image analysis problems. The key contributions of this chapter are the improved local
pruning of putative particles.
Chapter 5 Detection of ellipses is an issue that continues to arise in many areas of image
processing: from identifying objects in complex visual scenes to detecting nuclei in large-
scale bioimages. In this chapter, I introduce a new method for the detection of ellipse-like
9objects that uses simple morphological operations, building on aspects of granulometry,
and common signal processing. With this approach, Hilbert-Edge Detection And Ranging
(HEDAR), it is possible to easily extract the position, size and rotation of an unknown
number of ellipse-like objects in an image. HEDAR is low parameter and robust to noise
in greyscale images. Demonstrations of the effectiveness and robustness of HEDAR are
shown and compared to multiple state-of-the-art methods. These demonstrations show the
advantages and disadvantages of this approach over other ellipse detection methods. The
key contribution of this chapter is the new approach to ellipse detection based on HEDAR).
This chapter also includes a case-study in nuclei counting and detection in fluorescence
microscopy (section 5.5). Accurate and reliable nuclei counting is still an import part of
quantitative and high-throughput microscopy. Many methods exist that attempt to fulfil
this task; however, all methods have limitations. Such limitations include sensitivity to
user parameters, a need for pre-processing, modality-specific features, and more. Here,
I demonstrate the application of HEDAR to nuclei detection. This method exploits the
symmetric properties of nuclei and uses Hilbert-edge ranging to identify their positions and
sizes. I validate this method and measure its performance by utilising datasets from the
Broad Bioimage Benchmark Collection. I have also been careful to show the limitations
of this approach by including examples of cases where this method fails to detect nuclei. I
show this new approach to have a low mean error and be robust against clustering of nuclei.
I believe this approach to be a competitive algorithm for nuclei counting and detection
in microscopy. The key contribution of this case-study is the application of HEDAR to
fluorescence microscopy and nuclei detection.
Chapter 6 Accurate 3D measurement of vascular thickness is a key step in the automated,
quantitative analysis of medical images and is essential for accurate, automatic, differential
diagnosis. Few methods exist that can precisely measure thickness in 3D, and many existing
approaches are non-automatic, relying on human segmentation and/or measurement, often
in 2D rather than 3D images. Here I propose the use of sequential morphological operations
to measure the thickness of objects in 3D accurately. In this chapter, I introduce a pipeline
for the segmentation and measurement of brain vasculature from time-of-flight magnetic
resonance images for a semi-automated solution to this complex problem.
Chapter 7 Finally, I summarise this thesis, highlighting the key contributions to the field and
suggest possible future work for extending the use of mathematical morphology to other
image processing and analysis problems in the biological and medical imaging domains.
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Chapter 2
An Introduction to Mathematical
Morphology
Mathematical morphology is an image processing field based on ideas derived from set theory
and lattice theory. First introduced in 1964 by Georges Matheron and Jean Serra, mathematical
morphology was originally used to characterise the distribution profiles of grains and particles in
binary images [31].
Later generalised to greyscale, mathematical morphology has now been utilised for a wide
variety of problems including, for example, noise suppression, e.g. [32], and edge detection,
such as [33]. Techniques based on mathematical morphology now include such key methods as
skeletonisation [34], granulometry [35] and the watershed transform [36].
In this chapter, I will introduce the underlying concepts behind mathematical morphology. First,
I will introduce the two basic operations of dilation and erosion in a binary scenario, followed
by opening and closing, each an ordered combination of dilation and erosion. I will discuss the
extension of these four operators to greyscale before going on to briefly introduce three more
complex methods built on mathematical morphology: the top-hat transform, reconstruction and
granulometry for image quantification and segmentation.
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(a) Square (b) Cross (c) Horizontal line (d) Vertical line
Figure 2.1: (a-d) Example 3× 3 binary structuring elements.
2.1 Morphological Operators in Binary Images
For the sake of simplicity, I will first introduce mathematical morphology in terms of binary
images and flat∗, binary structuring elements. Here I will focus on the inputs and outputs of
morphological operations; however, it is worth bearing in mind that, in binary, each image is
being considered as a set of points embedded in Z2. With these simple operations, we can begin
to build more complex binary image transformations.
First, we must define our structuring element or SE. In mathematical morphology, the SE is
equivalent to the kernel used for a convolution. For binary morphology, our structuring element
will always be a) binary, b) smaller than the image of interest, and c) of a shape that differentiates
objects or features of interest in the image (e.g. figure 2.1). For example, if we are interested
in circular particles, we might choose to use a SE containing a binary disk of the same size as
the particles we are interested in. Obviously, the choice of SE may also be impacted by the
operations or transforms being undertaken (see below).
2.1.1 Dilation & Erosion
The majority of early mathematical morphology is built upon two basic operators: dilation and
erosion. Dilation will, in general, expand or dilate an object in a manner that matches the SE
used. Mathematically, binary dilation, 	, on image I with SE b is defined as,
I 	 b = {~p ∈ Z2|(bs)~p ∩ I 6= ∅} , (2.1)
where bs is the symmetric of b, bs = {x| −x ∈ b}, and (bs)~p is a translation of bs by vector ~p, i.e.
all points in space.
∗ A flat structuring element is 1, or true, at points of interest and 0, or false, otherwise. A non-flat structuring















































Figure 2.2: Dilation of a binary image with a binary structuring element (SE).
+
(a) Pixels are added
when there is a non-
empty pixel under the
SE when centered on
that pixel. . .
+
(b) . . . even when the
majority of pixels are
empty.
(c) Pixels are left
empty when there are
no non-empty pixels
under the SE. . .
(d) . . . which, with this
SE is mostly the bor-
der pixels.
Figure 2.3: Dilation on a pixel-by-pixel basis where SEs cover non-empty (a-b) and empty (c-d)
pixels.
Binary dilation for 2D images is more easily described visually. Figure 2.2 shows an example of
dilation with a binary image and SE. Note how the original object is dilated based on the square
shape of the SE. It is important to remember that dilation (and erosion) occurs simultaneously
(see figure 2.3 and figure 2.4) at all pixels, so the kernel always sees the original image only; as
such, the ordering in figures 2.2 and 2.5 is arbitrary.
The dual† of the dilation operation is erosion. Mathematically, binary erosion, ⊕, on image I
with SE b is defined as,
I ⊕ b = {~p ∈ Z2|b~p ⊆ I} , (2.2)
† I ⊕ b = (Ic 	 bc)c, where xc is the complement of x.
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-
(a) Pixels are removed
when there is an empty
pixel under the SE
when centered on that
pixel. . .
-
(b) . . . even when the
majority of pixels are
non-empty.
(c) Pixels are kept
when there are no
empty pixels under the
SE. . .
(d) . . . which, with this
SE is rare.










































Figure 2.5: Erosion of a binary image with a binary structuring element (SE).
where b~p is a translation of b by vector ~p, i.e. all points in the image.
Again, erosion is more easily described visually. Figure 2.5 illustrates erosion of a binary image
and SE (c.f. figure 2.2 (p. 12)). Note how the boundaries of the original object are eroded based
on the square shape of the SE.
It is important to consider the shape of the SE used, for example, in figure 2.6 the same image is
dilated with two different SE. Note how the results are different; although this is minimal for such
a simple example, when using mathematical morphology for feature detection and extraction the














































Figure 2.6: Dilation of a binary image with a horizontal (a) and vertical (b) line SEs.
2.1.2 Opening & Closing
Using these two basic operations, we can begin to build more complex operations. Two commonly
used operations are opening and closing. The opening is composed of erosion with image I and
SE b followed by dilation of the result and SE b:
I ◦ b = (I 	 b)⊕ b. (2.3)
Contrariwise, closing consists of a dilation followed by an erosion:
I • b = (I ⊕ b)	 b. (2.4)
Figure 2.7 shows an example of opening and closing using the same starting image and SE used
previously.
Given a regular structuring element, e.g. a small disk, then the opening and closing operations are
non-linear transformations that smooth the contours of the image. Opening with such a SE will
suppress sharp protrusions and will cut narrow bridges between larger components (figure 2.7a);
imagine your image as an island, opening raises the sea level in a way based on the SE shape































































































































Figure 2.7: Opening (a) and closing (b) a binary image with a binary SE.
within larger components (figure 2.7b); here our island is suffering from drought, and the lakes
and rivers in the island have dried up.
2.2 Morphological Image Operators in Greyscale
At this point, it is easier to leave the mathematics of set theory and lattice theory behind
and focus on the processes and results of greyscale morphology purely in terms of images and
structuring functions (c.f. kernels for convolution).
First, when we move to greyscale images, we can now consider a generalisation of structuring
elements: a structuring function. These structuring functions (SFs) can be seen as analogous to
a weighted kernel and will be a) of ‘pixels’ with values in the greyscale domain, e.g. between 0
and 1, b) smaller than the image of interest, and c) of a shape and weighting that differentiates
objects or features of interest in the image. For example, whilst in binary images we may have
used an approximation to a disk, which will contain various discretisation errors, for greyscale
morphology we might use an aliased disk to help decrease these errors.
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We must also redefine dilation and erosion to account for the embedding of the image in R as
opposed to Z as for the binary case. As such, we generalise dilation to,
(I ⊕ b)(~p) = sup
~q∈R2
(I(~q) + b(~p− ~q)) . (2.5)
Moreover, erosion generalises to,
(I 	 b)(~p) = inf
~q∈R2
(I(~q)− b(~q − ~p)) . (2.6)
Where sup~q is the supremum over all ~q, for image processing this is the equivalent to the weighted
maximum over the SF centred at ~q, and inf~q is the infimum over all ~q, equivalent to the weighted
minimum over the SF centred at ~q.
Figure 2.8 a–b shows examples of greyscale dilation and erosion. Dilation expands maxima within
the image whilst erosion decreases the area of maxima, i.e. expands minima. Note that, due to
the disk-shaped SF, corners and features of bright (dark) areas are rounded off in the dilation
(erosion). Greyscale opening and closing are demonstrated in figure 2.8 c–d. Here, opening
smooths the contour of the image and removes spurs and bridges between components. Closing,
on the other hand, smooths the contour by filling valleys and ‘coves’ of the main component.
2.3 Some Specific Morphological Operations
Here I briefly introduce a small number of the myriad of morphological operations and applic-
ations. These are transforms that have been used in the development of the methods in this
thesis. Readers who wish to extend their knowledge of mathematical morphology within the
field of image processing are directed to [31, 37].
2.3.1 The Top-Hat Transform
The top-hat transform, TH(I, b), is a commonly used, simple morphological operation that
extracts small details from images, I(~p), given a specific SF, b(~p). The top-hat transform is the
difference between an image and its opening, i.e.










Figure 2.8: Morphological operations on a greyscale image with a greyscale SF: dilation (a),
erosion (b), opening (c), and closing (d).
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• =
Figure 2.9: The top-hat transform removes objects greater in size than the kernel used.
Where TH(I, b) is an image that contains only those bright objects smaller than the SF, b
(see figure 2.9 for example). The top-hat transform has been used, amongst other purposes, as
the basis for vessel enhancement and segmentation approaches [38].
2.3.2 Morphological Reconstruction
Morphological reconstruction is a general class of mathematical-morphology-based tools that
can be used to extract features from an image (figure 2.10). A generalisation of flood-filling,
morphological reconstruction stars with two images 1) a ‘marker’ image, φ, which describes
where the flooding will begin, and 2) a ‘mask’ image, Imask, which describes the boundaries
where the flooding must stop.
During reconstruction, flooding begins at high peaks and ridges in the marker image and spreads
or dilates whilst being forced to fit within the mask image until no more changes can be made.
Algorithmically, reconstruction is an iterative procedure, as shown in algorithm 2.1 [39].
Input : φ, Imask
Output: Irecon
1 I1 ← φ
2 b = ones(3)
3 repeat
4 Ik+1 = (Ik ⊕ b) ∩ Imask
5 until Ik+1 = Ik
6 Irecon ← Ik
Algorithm 2.1: Morphological reconstruction
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(a) Example mask image with
objects of various intensities
(b) Example seed image with
seeds only for those objects
brighter than 0.5
(c) Resulting morphological re-
construction captures only the
bright objects from the mask
image
Figure 2.10: A simple example case of morphological reconstruction of a seed image with a given
mask image to capture only certain features of the mask image.
2.3.3 Granulometry
Originally introduced in the 1960’s, granulometry is one of the earlier techniques developed using
mathematical morphology and is a method for determining the distribution of granule/particle
size within an image [35]. Granulometry relies on the difference of morphological openings of
sequentially larger SEs to determine the distribution of sizes in an image. Granulometry is








In chapter 2 (p. 10), I have provided the basic background to mathematical morphology for
greyscale image processing and analysis. This knowledge will be key to understanding the
methods proposed in this and other chapters of this thesis. In this chapter, I will introduce a
mathematical-morphology-based approach to image enhancement, specifically the enhancement
of vessels in biological and medical images.
Vessel enhancement in biomedical images is an important pre-processing step as, in an ideal case,
the enhancement allows segmentation methods to segment networks of vessels, e.g. vasculature,
correctly and, particularly, maintain the connectivity of the system.
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In this chapter, I will briefly summarise the field of vessel enhancement for 2D images followed
by a description of a novel vessel enhancement approach, the bowler-hat transform. This new
method is qualitatively and quantitatively compared to a wide range of comparator methods on
both synthetic data and real datasets. These results show that the bowler-hat transform is as
good or better a vessel enhancer than these comparator methods for the datasets used.
Declaration: This chapter is based on the following publication: Sazak, C¸., Nelson, C. J. & Obara,
B. The Multiscale Bowler-Hat Transform for Vessel Enhancement in Biomedical Images. IEEE
Transactions in Image Processing. Submitted (2017). This chapter is presented as submitted,
although referencing and notation has been altered and cross-referencing added for consistency
throughout this thesis. Some stylistic changes have been made for consistency. The majority of
the text is verbatim; however, additions to the body of text are included along with footnotes
and, where appropriate, added appendices.
3.1 Introduction
Many biological and medical images contain vessel-like structures, such as vasculature or cyto-
skeletal networks. Extraction of these vessels and their network is often a key step in the
quantified or automated analysis of such images and, for medical imaging, such quantification
may be used for automated diagnoses. However, most biological and medical modalities may
suffer from poor quality due to many reasons, including, but not limited to, noisy image capture,
sample/patient variability and low contrast scenarios. As such, standard segmentation or network
extraction methods may not work on the original, unenhanced image and some form of vessel
enhancement is required (see [40] for a recent review).
There are many approaches to vessel enhancement, such as Hessian matrix approaches [41, 42],
phase congruency tensor methods [43], contrast limited adaptive histogram equalisation [44] and
more [45]. These methods all show increased segmentation performance compared to the unen-
hanced, original images in, for example, vasculature extraction of fundus images. However, many
existing methods have practical issues, such as the loss of signals at junctions (figure 3.1a) [41],
false introduction of vessel-like structures (figure 3.1b) [46] and complex parameter spaces [43].
3.1.1 Vessel Enhancement in Retinal Imaging
Retinal vessel segmentation and measurement of blood vessels are used for diagnosis, screening
and evaluation for a range of diseases including diabetes and arteriosclerosis [47]. Manual
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(a) Junction artefacts such as the loss of signal at the centre of this cross (left: original; right:
enhanced with vesselness method)
(b) False vessels created by the accidental enhancement of noise (left: original; right: enhanced
with RVR method)
Figure 3.1: Some of the challenges faced when using many current and state-of-the-art vessel





(a) A fundus image of a retina showing the
optic disc, where vessels appear to branch
from, the macula and, importantly, many blood
vessels.
(b) A manual segmentation of the blood vessels
in (a).
Figure 3.2: Fundus or retinal imaging is an important tool for opthalmologists and used for
diagnosing and monitoring many retinal diseases and their treatment.
segmentation of the vasculature is both time consuming and requires expertise and patience [48].
However, automated segmentation methods often struggle with unenhanced retinal images and
require an image enhancement preprocessing step [48].
The vasculature in retinal images appear as elongated, branching structures with a wide variety
of vessel widths and tortuosities and usually a wide range of intensities and contrast. Such images
also include various non-vasculature objects, such as the fovea. These challenges make retinal
imaging an ideal case study for the development of new vessel enhancement measurements. In
this paper, we compare our method to various other approaches using publicly available retinal
image databases for ground truths and quantitative analyses.
3.1.2 Contribution and Organisation
In this paper, we introduce a new vessel enhancement approach based on mathematical mor-
phology and the elongated shape of vessel structures. The proposed method, the bowler-hat
transform, shows visually and quantitatively improved results on a range of test, synthetic
images and also on two public databases of fundus images: the Digital Retinal Images for Vessel
Extraction (DRIVE) and STructured Analysis of the REtina (STARE) collections.
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This rest of this paper is organised as follows. In section 3.2, we introduce key papers and
approaches from the vessel enhancement literature. Section 3.3 introduces and explains our
approach. Section 3.4 presents validation experiments and results on synthetic and real data.
Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss the future of this approach.
3.2 Related Work
3.2.1 Hessian-based Enhancement Methods
Hessian matrix-based methods have been very popular in image enhancement methods. These
methods stem from the early work by Frangi and colleagues [41] who used the eigenvalues of Hes-
sian matrices at various scales to enhance curvilinear/tubular objects in 2D/3D respectively [41,
42]. Here we describe and compare three Hessian matrix-based enhancement methods: 1) the
original ‘vesselness’ measurement as introduced in [41], the ‘neuriteness’ measurement described
in [46] and a recently proposed measurement based on the regularised volume ratio in [13].
Vesselness
The vesselness measurement describes images in terms of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix.
For vessel-like structures, i.e. elongated, smooth structures, we define the following eigenvalue
relationship:
λ2  λ1, (3.1)








(H11 −H22)2 + 4H212
)
. (3.2)
In general, if the magnitude of both eigenvalues is small, then the pixel is likely to be background;
if λ1 is small and λ2 high then the feature is elongated, e.g. vessel-like; and if both are high
then the feature is blob-like. This leads to a failure at the intersection of vessels as the difference
between eigenvalues tends towards zero and thus that feature can be lost [49]†.
∗ Actually, these methods use a scaled Hessian that, for completeness, has been described in appendix A.1
(p. 143).
† See appendix A.2 (p. 144) for a visualisation of this problem in 2D.
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In the original paper by Frangi and colleagues [41], the vesselness measurement is then defined
based on the ratio of eigenvalues as
Vo =
















where generally β is fixed to 0.5 and c is equal to half of the maximum Frobenius norm (S).
Neuriteness
An alternative to the vesselness measure was developing by Meijering and colleagues in [46] to
enhance low contrast and highly inhomogeneous images of neurites, small extensions of neurons
including axons and denrites. This neuriteness measurement consists of a detection stage [50],
which infers a putative neurite in every pixel of the image that has a non-zero value; and a
tracing stage, which determines the pixels that are most likely to reflect the centre-lines of true
neurites based on the original image [51].
In [46], Meijering and colleagues use a modified Hessian matrix, H ′, based on second-order





if λmax < 0,
0 if λmax ≥ 0,
(3.5)
where
λmax = max(|λ1′|, |λ2′|), (3.6)
λmin = min(λmax), (3.7)
λ
′
1 = λ1 + αλ2, (3.8)
λ
′
2 = λ2 + αλ1, (3.9)
where λ
′
i are the normalized eigenvalues of H
′; λmax is the largest eigenvalue at each pixel; and
λmin the smallest value of all λmax [46].
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The neuriteness measurement enhances bright, neurite-like structures whilst ignoring dark, line-
like structures. Further, background intensity discontinuities that are immune to first order
derivatives are suppressed by the use of second order derivatives.
Regularized Volume Ratio
Recently, a new Hessian-based vessel enhancer was introduced in [13]. This approach attempts
to resolve the drawbacks found in most previous Hessian-based approaches, which are directly
proportional to λ2 (2D and 3D) or λ3 (3D only). These drawbacks are a) the response of
λ2,3 is non-uniform within an ideal elongated or rounded structure of uniform intensity, b) the
magnitude of λ2,3 varies with image intensity, and c) enhancement is not uniform across scales.
Jerman et al. [13] attempt to solve this by modifying the volume ratio to indicate elongated
structures, such as vessels, and regularising λ3 (where λ3 = λ2 in 2D) to ensure robustness to




0 if λ2 ≤ 0 ∨ λρ ≤ 0,
1 if λ2 ≥ λρ/2 > 0,
λ22(λρ − λ2)[ 3λ2+λρ ]3 otherwise,
(3.10)
where λρ is the regularised form of λ2, given by
λρ(s) =

λ2 if λ2 > τ max~p λ2(~p, s),
τ max~p λ2(~p, s) if 0 < λ2 ≤ τ max~p λ2(~p, s),
0 otherwise,
(3.11)
for scale s, where τ is a cut-off threshold between zero and one and for any pixel ~p = (x, y).
Throughout this paper we refer to this approach as the regularised volume ratio (RVR).
3.2.2 Phase Congruency-based Enhancement Methods
One problem with many image enhancement methods is that they depend, to some extent,
on image intensity and therefore fine, and usually lower contrast, vessels may be missed. The
development of a contrast-independent image enhancement measurement has been shown in [43].
This approach builds upon the idea of phase congruency: a measurement that looks for features
at points where Fourier phase components align [52].
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The original measurement is sensitive to noise, one dimensional and not a robust detector of
features; this has been extended by Kovesi and colleagues [53–56] into a 2D phase congruency
approach that combines both sine and cosines phase elements, improving the localisation inform-
ation and noise robustness‡.
Phase Congruency Tensor
A contrast-independent, tensor-based measurement of local image behaviour, the phase congru-
ency tensor (PCT), was introduced in [43] as a detector of curvilinear structures regardless of
intensity variation and inhomogeneous contrast issues. For a given set of scales s and a given set








where ~nθ is the normalised column vector for each orientation and α = 1/N − 1, with N is the
image dimensionality.
The eigenvalues of the tensor can then be used in the same way as the Hessian matrix eigenvalues
are used in equations (3.3) and (3.5) to define PCT Neuriteness and PCT Vesselness.
3.2.3 Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalisation
A somewhat simpler approach in image enhancement is to carry out contrast enhancement
by histogram equalisation. A popular approach in this category is contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalisation (CLAHE) [44].
The image is first divided into small regions, each of which will undergo histogram equalisation
(thus making the algorithm adaptive); however, this would also massively enhance noise and,
to prevent this, contrast limiting is applied. Contrast limiting identifies any original histogram
bin of the region with more than a set number pixels above a threshold and ‘clips’ those pixels,
distributing them evenly to the rest of the bins, histogram equalisation can then be carried out
on the clipped region. Most implementations will also bilinearly interpolate to remove artefacts
at the borders between regions.
‡ The mathematics of phase congruency are described in more technical detail in appendix B (p. 145).
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3.2.4 Matched and Steerable Filter Enhancement Methods
Matched filtering is an enhancement or detection approach where a set of filters matching key
features of the objects of interest, such as vessel, are convolved with the image to indicate the
presence and location of such filters. Steerable filters dimensionally reduce this approach and
are filters with an orientation that can be formed of a linear combination of basis filters. Such
directional filters have been used to obtain features such as lines, edges or corners [57–59].
Matched filters require discretization of the orientation for matching and good results require
high angular resolution; however, finer resolution comes with increased computational costs.
Steerable filters offer an alternative way by reducing the number of orientations required to the
basis vectors [60]; however, such a reduction in orientations can lead to slightly reduced accuracy.
3.2.5 Enhancement with Mathematical Morphology
An alternative approach to image enhancement is the use of mathematical morphology. Morpho-
logical operations are a set of non-linear filtering methods formed through combination of two
basic operators: dilation and erosion§. Where we describe dilation, ⊕, for a point in a grayscale
image, I(~p), as the maximum of the points in the weighted neighbourhood described by the
structuring function b(~p) or, mathematically, as
(I ⊕ b)(~p) = sup
~q∈R2
(I(~q) + b(~p− ~q)) , (3.13)
where sup is the supremum and ~q ∈ R2 denotes all points within the image. Likewise, we describe
the erosion, 	, as the minimum of the points in the neighbourhood described by the structuring
function or, mathematically as
(I 	 b)(~p) = inf
~q∈R2
(I(~q)− b(~q − ~p)) , (3.14)
where inf the infimum. Dilation is able to expand bright areas and reduce dark areas, whilst
erosion expands dark areas reducing bright areas.
§ In this chapter we give a brief overview of mathematical morphology, however, a full description is provided
in chapter 2 (p. 10)
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From these two operators we can define four commonly used morphological filters:
opening : (I ◦ b)(~p) = ((I 	 b)⊕ b)(~p) (3.15)
closing : (I • b)(~p) = ((I ⊕ b)	 b)(~p) (3.16)
top-hat : TH(I, b) = I(~p)− (I ◦ b)(~p) (3.17)
bottom-hat : BH(I, b) = I(~p)− (I • b)(~p). (3.18)
Where an opening will preserve dark features and patterns, suppressing bright features, and a
closing will preserve bright features whilst suppressing dark patterns. Top-hat and bottom-hat
transforms will enhance bright and dark regions, respectively, where those patterns correspond
to the size and shape of the structuring element used.
Mathematical morphology has long been used for image enhancement including noise suppression,
feature detection and contrast sharpening. Traditionally, the top-hat transform is used to identify
‘peak’ like signals. Modifications of the top-hat approach have been used in, for example, pattern
classification [61], enhancing depth-of-field [62] and edge detection [63].
The Top-Hat Transform
Mathematical morphology has been used by many researchers to enhance and segment vessel-like
structures [38, 45, 48, 64–66]. One popular approach is that put forward by Zana and Klein [38]
where they combine morphological transforms and cross-curvature evaluation to segment vessel-
like objects. This relies on the assumption that vessels are linear, connected and have smooth
variations of curvature along the peak of the line. Their algorithm combines a sum of top-hats,
calculated using linear structuring elements at different angles, which reduces noise and improves
contrast, and computation of the curvature, using a Laplacian of Gaussian approach, to further
reduce noise and enhance vessel-like signals.
3.2.6 Limitations and Challenges
Due to the nature of many vessel enhancement approaches, i.e. the supression of disk-like objects,
many existing approaches loose intensity at junctions and some bends which are more locally
similar to disk-like elements than extended vessel-like objects. Contrariwise, those methods that
have been designed not to loose signal at these features often see vessel-like features everywhere
in the image, including in noisy regions, and thus enhance ‘vessels’ that are not there. Our
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approach, described in the next section neither supresses junctions and bends nor enhances noise
as vessel-like structures. This helps to maintain the connectivity of networks and key feature
needed for visual and automated analyses in both medical and biological images.
3.3 Methods
suppressionachieve Our proposed method, summarised in figure 3.3, aims to solve the problems of
junction/bend supression and noise enhancement when attempting to enhance the signal of vessel-
like objects in biomedical images. We acheive this by combining the outputs of morphological
operations upon the input image carried out with two different banks of structural elements:
one bank of disk elements (figure 3.4 (p. 32)), with varying radii, and one bank of line elements
(figure 3.5 (p. 32)), with varying radii and rotation. These banks of images are then combined
in a multiscale manner before being integrated into a single output image (figure 3.6 (p. 33)).
In this section we introduce our proposed method, the bowler-hat transform, highlighting the
key concepts that allow this approach to deal with the challenges such as those found in retinal
imaging.
3.3.1 Proposed Method
For a given greyscale input image, I, we carry out a series of morphological openings with disk-
shaped structuring elements, bs, of size s ∈ [1, smax], where smax is the manually chosen expected
maximum vessel size. The result for each s is an image, Idisk, in which vessel segments wider
than s remain and those segments smaller than s are attenuated (figure 3.4 (p. 32)). We produce
a stack of such images for all s, such that
{Idisk} = {I ◦ bs : ∀s ∈ [1, smax]} . (3.19)
We also produce a similar stack of images using a bank of line structural elements, bs,θ; each line
is of length s ∈ [1, smax], has a width of 1 pixel, and of orientation θ ∈ [0, 180). The resultant
image for a line of length s and orientation θ is that all strips on an object that are longer than
s along angle θ will remain and those strips shorter than s along angle θ will be attenuated






































Figure 3.3: Flow chart of the bowler-hat transform showing how two banks of images are created
using disk SEs (left route; figure 3.4) and line SEs (right route; figure 3.5) of different scales
and, for the line elements, rotations. These banks are then combined in a multiscale fashion




(a) A structuring element
smaller than any features in
the input image.
(b) A SE bigger than some
features but smaller than
others.
(c) A SE bigger than all
features in the image.
Figure 3.4: Example openings with disk SEs of various sizes. The set of all openings with disks








(b) A SE longer than the width of most features in the image. Note how those features
aligned with the SE are not attenuated during opening.
Figure 3.5: Example openings with line SEs of various lengths and rotations. The set of all
openings with lines of differing length and rotation represents the left route in figure 3.3. In this






















Figure 3.6: Example differences between disk openings and maximum (over orientation) line
openings of various sizes. The set of all differences represents the coming together of the two
routes in figure 3.3. Disk SEs are shown to give an idea of scale. The maximum (far right)
represents the enhanced image.
maximum to give a single image, Iline, for each s; these resultant images then produce a stack





({I ◦ bs,θ : ∀θ}) : ∀s ∈ [1, smax]
}
. (3.20)
These two stacks are then combined by taking the stack-wise different, i.e. the difference between
the maximum opening with a line of length s across all angles and an image formed of opening
with a disk of size s, to form an enhanced image at all sclaes (figure 3.6). Our enhanced greyscale
image is then formed from the maximum difference at each pixel across all stacks,
Ienhanced = max
s
({Iline − Idisk}) . (3.21)
Pixels in the background, i.e. dark regions, will have a low value due to the use of openings; pixels
in the foreground of blob-like objects will have a low value as the differences will be minimal, i.e.
similar values for disk-based and line-based openings; and pixels in the foreground of vessel-like
objects will have a high value, i.e. large differences between longer line-based openings and
disk-based openings.
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The comparison of line and disk elements gives our proposed method a key advantage over
existing methods, given an appropriate smax, i.e. larger than any vessels in the image, a junction
should appear bright like those vessels joining that junction, something that many other vessel
enhancement methods fail to do. This is due to the ability to fit longer line-based structural
elements within the junction area. The result of this improvement is that the network of vessels
in an image stays connected when thresholded, if junctions were not enhanced this connectivity
is lost.
In section 3.4 we demonstrate the key advantages of the bowler-hat transform over other vessel
enhancement approaches.
3.3.2 Implementation and Data Sets
To evaluate our proposed method we show experiments of synthetic and real data sets. All
synthetic images have been generated and modifed, i.e. added noise, in MATLAB. We have
shown the quality of the proposed method using two, common retinal imaging data sets: the
DRIVE and STARE databases. These datasets have been chosen because of their availability and
their ground truth. We have used these ground truth segmentations to quantitatively compare
our method with other vessel enhancement approaches.
All codes were implemented and written in MATLAB 2016b [67] on Windows 8.1 pro 64-bit PC
running an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU (3.60 GHz) with 16GB RAM. All codes and synthetic data
is available in a GitHub repository ([68]).
3.4 Results
In this section we demonstrate and quantify the enhancement results of known synthethic data,
including example junctions and noisy data, and real data, with human-annotated ground truths,
when enhanced with the proposed method; Hessian-based vesselness [41] & neuriteness [69];
Phase Congruency Tensor-based vesselness & neuriteness [43]; CLAHE [44]; Regularised volume
ratio [13]; and a morphological approach using a sum of top-hats [38].
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3.4.1 Synthetic Data
As with any method, an understanding of how the parameters involved affect the result is
essential. Throughout our experiments we have manually tuned the bowler-hat transform and
the comparator methods. In general we have found the bowler-hat transform to be robust against
parameter changes above around 10–12 orientations and with a scale a few pixels greater than
the largest expected object thickness.
In figure 3.7 we plot the enhanced responses of the proposed and comparator methods on
a synthetic vessel-like object. As can be seen, whilst the Hessian-based approaches have an
enhanced signal at the center of the vessel, i.e. a peak value of one at the vessels centre-line,
their value drops off quickly and decreases the perceived thickness of the vessel. Contrariwise,
Phase Congruency Tensor methods do not necessarily peak at the vessel centre but their response
does not drop off quickly and they maintain a higher response through to the edges of the vessel,
i.e. the perceived thickness is not decreased. Our proposed method has both these benefits:
a maximal peak value at the vessel centre-line and an enhanced response till the edges of the
vessel, so reliable vessel thicknesses can be captured.
Comparison to Existing Approaches
Figure 3.8 compares the enhanced results of the proposed method and several existing approaches
for comparison. Key issues that occur across the comparator methods include defects at junctions
(purple arrows), noise enhancement, tip artefacts (orange arrows) and loss of signal (yellow
arrows). These issues are all absent in our proposed approach.
However, a key negative to our approach is shown in figure 3.8 row 4, which shows a vessel like
object with an attached ‘blob’ (green arrow), a perfect vessel enhancement method would enhance
all of the linear structure and none of the blob. Whilst none of the comparison approaches act
in this ideal manner many of them show a clear difference between the blob response and vessel
response, our proposed method shows some difference but this difference is much less obvious
when, as here, the blob touches a vessel. This is due to a blob touching another object appearing
as an elongated blob, i.e. a vessel.
Response to Noise
Figure 3.9 shows the effect of three different noise types on the proposed and comparison methods.
Given that the proposed approach has no built-in noise supression or cancelling, it is unsuprising
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Figure 3.7: Cross-sectional profile of original synthetic vessel (black, dashed line), the enhanced
image under the proposed method (grey, solid line) and the enhanced images under the
comparator methods (see legend for colours). All images were normalised such that the brightest











(f) PCT N. (g) Top-Hats (h) CLAHE (i) RVR
Figure 3.8: A comparison of the enhancement of vessel-like structures and other features for the
proposed and comparator approaches. (a) shows the original images, all vessels have a thickness
of nine pixels and the ‘blob’ in 4 has a diameter of 21 pixels. (3.8b) shows the results of the
proposed method, whilst (c–i) show the enhanced images for the given comparator methods.
Arrows indicate features of interest: vessel structures (yellow arrows), junctions (purple), blob-
like features (green) and tips (orange).
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that the effect of noise on the enhanced image is in-line with the original image. We note that
the method is weakest in response to speckle noise, which follows from the noise-sensitivity in
morphological operations and should be taken into consideration when choosing an enhancement
approach.
Response to Uneven Background Illumination
In figure 3.10 we show the response of the proposed method under cases of uneven illumination.
Key features such as junctions are preserved and appear unaffected by even severe illumination
problems. This ability to preserve junctions under uneven illumination is important for many
real applications of vessel enhancement and the proposed method is able to do this, unlike the
comparator approaches.
3.4.2 Real Data
In this section we provide quantitative and qualitative comparisons of the proposed method and
comparators. We show the quality of the proposed method validated on two retinal imaging
data sets: the DRIVE and STARE databases. These datasets have been chosen because of their
availability and their ground truth data. We have used these ground truth segmentations to
quantitatively compare our method with other vessel enhancement approaches.
Datasets
The DRIVE [70] dataset is a published database of retinal images for research and educational
purposes. The database consist of twenty colour images that are JPEG compressed, as for many
screening programs. These images were selected randomly from a screening of 400 diabetic
subjects between the ages of 25 and 90. The ground truth provided with this dataset consists
of a manual segmentation of the vasculature for each image. Ground truths were prepared by
trained observers and ‘true’ pixels are those for which observers where > 70% certain.
The STARE dataset is another publicly available database [47] and within the full dataset
contains twenty colour images with human-determined vasculature ground truth. We have



















































































(c) Salt and Pepper Noise
Original Vesselness Neuriteness PCT Vessel. PCT Neurite.
Top-Hats CLAHE RVR Proposed
Figure 3.9: Mean Area Under the Curve (AUC) for the original image (black, dashed line), the
enhanced image under the proposed method (grey, solid line) and the enhanced images under
the comparator methods with different peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) for three different
noise types: (a) additive Gaussian noise, (b) multiplicative Gaussian noise (speckle noise), and
(c) salt and pepper noise.
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(a) Original (b) Proposed (c) Vesselness (d) Neuriteness (e) PCT Vessel.
(f) PCT Neurite. (g) Top-Hats (h) CLAHE (i) RVR
Figure 3.10: Comparison of methods’ abilities to deal with uneven background illumination. (a)
The original image, (b) the proposed method, (c-i) the comparator methods.
Quantification of Enhancement
Whilst visual inspection can give much information regarding the effectiveness of a vessel en-
hancement algorithm, a form of comparable quantification allows for a more objective comparison
of methods. In order to compare our method with those approaches mentioned above we have
chosen to calculate the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, using the sensitivity










where TP is the true positive count, FP the false positive count, TN the true negative and FN
the false negative counts of the segmented pixels after globally thresholding the enhanced images
with different greyscale thresholds values (see figure 3.11 for examples of each). These metrics
take in an image, either the original or an enhanced image, and the ground truth annotated data,
available with each data set. A higher AUC value indicates a better enhancement, with a value
of 1 indicating that the enhancement image is identical to the binary, ground truth data for all
thresholds.
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(a) Region of image enhanced
with the bowler-hat transform
and globally thresholded at 0.5.
(b) Same region of human-
annotated ground truth.
(c) True positive (red) and true
negative (blue) pixels; false
positive (green) and false neg-
ative pixels (yellow).
Figure 3.11: Examples of true positive (red pixels in (c); true negative (blue pixels in (c; false
positive (green pixels in (c; and false negative (yellow pixels in (c) as described in the main text.
(a) shows the region of interest in a retinal image that has been enhanced with the bowler-hat
transform and globallly thresholded at a value of 0.5. (b shows the manually annotated ground






Original 0.518 (0.064) 0.481 (0.076)
Proposed 0.921 (0.032) 0.926 (0.034)
Vesselness 0.552 (0.243) 0.722 (0.215)
Neuriteness 0.864 (0.022) 0.889 (0.039)
PCT Vessel. 0.826 (0.037) 0.843 (0.056)
PCT Neurite. 0.674 (0.121) 0.649 (0.165)
Top-Hat 0.915 (0.023) 0.945 (0.037)
CLAHE 0.455 (0.068) 0.639 (0.087)
RVR 0.907 (0.024) 0.907 (0.042)
Table 3.1: Mean AUC values for the proposed and comparator methods across the DRIVE and
STARE datasets. Best results for each dataset are shown in bold. Individual examples of ROC
curves can be seen in figure 3.13.
Comparison of Results
Figure 3.12 shows the results of the proposed and comparator methods on an example image
from the STARE dataset. We can see that the proposed method seems able to enhance finer
structures as detected by the human observer but not emphasised by many of the comparator
methods (see arrows). We can also see that, whilst the connectivity seems to be maintained
(unlike in figure 3.12d), false vessels are not introduced (c.f. figure 3.12e). However, we do note
that there is no noise supression in the proposed approach and this has led to the enhancement
of a lot of background noise, similar to figure 3.12g.
Whilst one would expect the lack of noise supression to be a major issue with regard to quan-
tified approaches to vasculature segmentation, we find that the proposed method gives the best
enhancement of all approaches on the DRIVE dataset and second best for the STARE dataset
(see table 3.1 and figure 3.13). We believe this result to be due to vessels that are not captured
by the human annotator, which can be seen in figure 3.12 (row 2, yellow arrows) where the
proposed method clearly highlights true vessel that are not captured by either the human or the











(f) PCT Vessel. (g) PCT Neurite. (h) Top-Hats (i) CLAHE (j) RVR
Figure 3.12: An example image from the STARE dataset (see main text). The zoomed in regions
(2 and 3) show areas both near the optic disk, with thick vasculature, and far from the disk,
where vessels are much fine and more branching. The arrows point to key areas of interest, such
as junctions, fine tips and vessels not captured by all approaches.
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Original Vesselness Neuriteness PCT Vessel. PCT Neurite.
Top-Hats CLAHE RVR Proposed
Figure 3.13: ROC curves for examples images of the DRIVE (a) and STARE (b) datasets. Mean
AUC values can be found in table 3.1.
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Other Biomedical Examples
Although we’ve shown the enhancement ability of the proposed method on retinal imaging data,
this approach will also work on a variety of other biomedical images. Figure 3.14 shows just
some examples on microscopy images.
3.4.3 Limitations
As with any approach, the proposed method has some limitations. Firstly, morphological
operations are reknowned for their large computational requirements. However, whilst our
approach is generally slower than the comparator we have found this to be a minimal difference
of the order of a few seconds.
3.5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a new method for vessel enhancement in medical and biological images
based on mathematical morphology and assumptions of a vessel’s shape. The proposed method
is shown to have benefits over existing methods, including no loss of signal at junctions and
minimised artefacts at vessel ends. We show and quantify this effectiveness on both synthetic
and real data.
Future extensions of this work will include the development of a three dimensional equivalent,
exploration of blob-enhancing variants of this approach and the analysis of parameter sensitivity
for different modalities. For now, the work presented in this paper introduces an easy to use
alternative for vessel enhancement that can be used in a wide range of imaging scenarios.
Epilogue
In this chapter I have introduced a new mathematical morphology transform, the bowler-hat
transform, which has shown to be a successful vessel enhancement algorithm with results as
good or better than the most common approaches for a variety of synthetic and real images.
Image enhancement is a key task in the image analysis pipeline, often followed by feature or object
detection and measurement. In the remaining chapters, I introduce improved and new approaches
to the next stages in the pipeline. Starting with chapter 4 (p. 48) I introduce a modified small
particle detector for 3D and then, in chapter 5, I describe a novel ellipse detector for 2D and
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(a) Skin Cytoskeleton (b) Keratin Network
(c) Plant Endoplasmic Reticulum (d) Fungal Hyphae
(e) Leaf Veins
Figure 3.14: As well as medical applications, our proposed enhancement method works in
a variety of biological scenarios including cytoskeletal networks (a–b), endoplasmic reticulum
(c) and macro-scale networks (d–e). Left image shows original data, right shows data afyter
enhancement by the bowler-hat transform. (a) provided by Prof. Rudolf Leube, RWTH Aachen
University, Germany. (b) provided by Dr Tim Hawkins, Durham University, UK.(c–e) provided
by Prof. Mark Fricker, Oxford University, UK
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its application to nuclei detection and counting in fluorescence microscopy. Finally, chapter 6
(p. 112) introduces the use of mathematical morphology for measurement of segmented objects,
in particular, vascular systems and abnormalities.
48 Chapter 4
Chapter 4
Blobs and Curves: Object-based
Colocalisation for Plant Cells
Prologue
In chapter 3 (p. 20) I have investigated and developed a novel approach to the first stage of
many image analysis pipelines: image enhancement. In the following chapter, I move onto the
next task in the image analysis pipeline: that of object detection, specifically ellipse detection. I
introduce the problem of small particle detection and colocalisation in fluorescence microscopy,
as applied to a case study of plant cell biology.
In this chapter, I introduce the field of bioimage informatics in the context of plant cell biology
along with the background biological context of the case study. I then go on to describe, in
some detail, all the algorithms used in this analysis pipeline including the introduction of a new
local intensity pruning solution for over detection. Here I have focused on understandability for
non-expert readers, highlighting key areas of concern surrounding uncertainty and error.
Finally, I demonstrate how particle detection and segmentation can be used to quantify a classic-
ally qualitative biological assay: colocalisation before drawing biologically relevant conclusions.
Declaration: This chapter is based on the following publication: Nelson, C. J., Duckney, P.,
Hawkins, T. J., Deeks, M. J., Laissue, P. P., Hussey, P. J. & Obara, B. Blobs and curves:
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object-based colocalisation for plant cells. Functional Plant Biology 42, 471–485 (2015). This
chapter is presented as submitted, although referencing and notation has been altered and cross-
referencing added for consistency throughout this thesis. Some stylistic changes have been made
for consistency. The majority of the text is verbatim; however, additions to the body of text are
included along with footnotes and, where appropriate, added appendices.
4.1 Introduction
In the past 20 years, a revolution in plant science has occurred: the age of genomics. From
the development of genome sequencing technologies to the bioinformatics tools used to store,
manage and analyse the data (see [71] for a recent example of the tools available), a whole
new interdisciplinary field of research has emerged, supported by accessible tools and dedicated
international journals. Unfortunately with this ‘gold rush’ of genomic tools, techniques and
understanding, a classic tool of biology has been left behind: phenotyping. Phenotypic analysis
has been essential from the days of Mendel but is now considered the bottleneck of high-
throughput biological sciences [72]. A lack of automation in phenotype analysis and indeed
a lack of investment in the necessary programming skills within the plant science community are
slowing an informatics-driven enlightenment.
With the advent of digital imaging and ever more powerful computers, microscopy as a tool
for phenotyping has moved from qualitative observation to quantitative analysis of biological
samples and assays (see [73] for a review). Exciting developments in the world of microscopy
(see [74] for a review) have brought about a dramatic increase in spatial and temporal resolution,
producing massive image files that hold a great amount of data. We can now see the entrance of
bioimage informatics, an area where biological study, bioimaging methods and computer vision
analysis meet to manage and analyse data from a wide variety of experiments [75].
In plant sciences, this alliance is often hidden under the term ‘phenotyping’; the term ‘image
analysis’ only mentioned when explicit computational methods are used (e.g. [72]). This can lead
to problems of reproducibility and comparison of results [76]. In this paper, we will outline the
state of bioimage informatics in plant sciences before showcasing two examples of fluorescence
colocalisation; see [14] for an early example of quantitative colocalisation. These examples show
how bioimage informatics technology can be applied across experiments and systems, and also
highlight possible pitfalls in designing and using bioimage informatics tools. We have chosen to
demonstrate bioimage informatics tools on colocalisation, as it is a commonly used technique
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with a broad impact and is often used to infer biological function with little quantification.
Explicitly quantifying such results can increase this impact and provide researchers with more
information from a commonly used assay [77]. The cases we have laid out in this paper also
highlight a couple of key considerations when quantifying results in this way.
4.1.1 Bioimage Informatics in the Plant Sciences
Although the term ‘bioimage informatics’ is often used in relation to cellular and molecular
biology, it is primarily the management, analysis and storage of large-scale datasets from images
within the life sciences (see [78] for a review of the computational involvement in imaging and
optical technologies). In plant sciences, this can encompass anything from the canopies of forests
to the colocalisation of protein signals within leaf cells. Many bioimage informatics tools are, of
course, transferable across all of the biological sciences; examples include the Open Microscopy
Environment Remote Objects [79] and Bio-Image Semantic Query User Environment [80] plat-
forms, open-source management and access software for a wide range of biological data. Indeed,
new features are being developed that add functionality to such systems (e.g. [81]).
More specifically to plant sciences, there are now collaborative groups, such as the iPlant
Collaborative ([82], aiming to develop ‘cyberinfrastructure and computational tools’ within plant
sciences. Such groups aim to help collaboration and the development of a wide range of high-
quality tools for analysis, inference, management and prediction among plant scientists. Further,
on-line collections of bioimage informatics tools are being created to help plant scientists find
the appropriate tools without having to sift through a plentitude of academic journals [83].
[83] show that their database has software that performs bioimage informatics from the canopy
level through to the leaf, root and shoot, right through to cellular analysis. Algorithms range from
cell wall segmentation [84] and cell tracing [85] to leaf disease identification, species identification,
root network mapping and canopy coverage. Network extraction methods are particularly
popular, from the extraction of fungal networks [86] to connected plant cell walls [87] and leaf
venation [88, 89]. Such network extraction systems can often be adjusted for different scales and
applied to macroscopic fungal or root networks, as well as sub-cellular filament networks.
4.1.2 Challenges in Bioimage Informatics
Many available bioimage informatics software packages give similar measurements as their final
outcome but it is up to the individual experimenter to discover which algorithm produces the
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most reliable results for their own experimental data. It is often the case that one program is
more suited to one modality or one scenario. Scientists in biological laboratories require software
solutions that are tailored to their specific needs, so collaborations with computer scientists can
often be the most efficient way forward in developing new tools. These tools should be well
documented, such that the developed algorithm and approach can be replicated and understood
by those trying to validate or contest the results of the experiments [90].
From the computer science perspective, there are also the challenges of developing user-friendly
software while still maintaining scientific openness within the code. The challenges regarding
bioimage informatics software usability have recently been reviewed, identifying many different
criteria [91]. These criteria include user-friendliness alongside the ability to adapt the software
for new uses, the interoperability of the software (i.e. the ability to use different languages,
operating systems, file formats and data formats) and the validation of the software at different
levels.
Validation of software (i.e. the process of proving that software-produced results both accurately
and precisely represent the real data) is particularly important. If an experimental scientist
takes to using a particular set of computational tools, that scientist must be aware of how
the tools have been validated and whether the criteria assumed for that validation hold true
for this experiment’s data [90]. To aid such validation, new tools are being developed in the
bioimage informatics sphere, with repositories of synthetic images (e.g. [92]), fully annotated
images (e.g. [83]) or segmentation benchmark infrastructures (e.g. [93]).
4.1.3 Colocalisation of NET1A with Plasmodesmata
Plasmodesmata are the numerous channels that provide routes of intercellular transport and
communication between the cells of multicellular plants (see [94] for a review; figure 4.1).
Retraction of the plasma membrane caused by osmotic shock can reveal their presence through
the pinched strands of the protoplast running through their centre, thus making them visible
to early botanical microscopists. In the root meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh.,
plasmodesmata are only 30 nm in diameter but accommodate a complex membrane-bound struc-
ture of protein scaffolds and a tubular endoplasmic reticulum. Assignment of protein localisa-
tion to plasmodesmata using fluorescence microscopy is achieved using co-labelling with either
antibodies or fusions to known plasmodesmal components, or the staining of plasmodesmal-
associated callose in the surrounding cell wall (e.g. [95]). At a standard optical resolution, the
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location of callose accumulation is often indistinguishable from the plasmodesmal mouth and
channel (e.g. [95]). The majority of publications demonstrating positive colocalisation between
known pore components and uncharacterised proteins use transient expression assays in plant
tissues where plasmodesmata exist as isolated and distinctive entities; for this reason, complex
colocalisation analysis is not required. In tissues such as the A. thaliana root meristem, the
pattern of plasmodesmata is condensed, with neighbouring pores clustering at distances close to
the diffraction limit of resolution (e.g. [95, 96]). The segregation of root meristem cell boundaries
into distinctive nano-domains of protein localisation, which are not necessarily connected to
plasmodesmal distribution ([97]), further complicates analysis.
In this study, we re-analyse a published colocalisation study of the actin-binding protein probe,
a fusion of NETworked protein 1A (NET1A) and green fluorescent protein (GFP), with labelled
root meristem plasmodesmata ([95]) using object-based algorithms (i.e. algorithms that identify
distinct objects within an image (e.g. [15])) rather than using the statistical properties of the
image as a whole. We show that this method provides a quantified overview of the spatial
relationship between NET1A-GFP fusion protein and aniline blue signals in units of distance
rather than an abstract coefficient. We also demonstrate that this method is effective at removing
the influence of background signals inherent to deep-tissue plant fluorescence microscopy.
4.1.4 Colocalisation of Mitochondria with Actin Filaments
The pollen tube is a model example of anisotropic plant cell expansion, in which growth occurs
only at the tip [98]. Polarised growth is dependent on the tightly regulated spatio-temporal
coordination of the pollen tube growth machinery by the actin cytoskeleton [99]. The actin
cytoskeleton facilitates the transport of biosynthetic materials to the growing tip, including
cellulose synthase and callose synthase, both trafficked in Golgi-derived bodies [100]. Actin is
also required for the integration of cargoes into the tip and for the recycling of membrane [99,
101]. The study of the spatio-temporal regulation of growth machinery in the growing pollen tube
faces the challenges of observing any dynamic system: in order to fully understand a process,
it may be necessary to recognise and quantify large numbers of individual cellular components,
quantifying their interaction with actin filaments in a highly dynamic manner. Much information
is available from biological images of these dynamic systems, yet meaningful quantitative analysis
is often difficult to be done accurately by hand and eye, especially when analysing the dynamic
interactions of sub-populations of individual entities. Here, we take a computational approach










Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of a plant cell with a stiff, non-permeable cell wall (dark
cyan), puctuated with plasmodesmate (gaps) to allow for transport of molcules through the
semi-permeable membrane (gold). Inside the cell has many organelles including, but not limited
to, the vacuole, mitochondria and chloroplasts; organelles such as chloroplasts and mitochondria
are trafficked by the cell cytoskeleton, e.g. actin and microtubule filaments. The nucleus and
endoplasmic reticulum are the centres of protein production in the cell.
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tubes. Rapid transport of mitochondria in pollen tubes has been shown to be dependent on
the actin cytoskeleton [102], and mitochondrial dynamics can be used as an indicator of the
rate of actin-mediated cytoplasmic streaming and cargo transport. Mitochondrial movement
can range from low-speed (<5 µm s−1) movements to dashes along actin filaments at rates up to
10 µm s−1 [102–104]. Motion is believed to be predominantly powered by myosin motor proteins,
although a role for actin dynamics in mitochondrial movement has also been suggested [104–106],
with myosin alone producing the low-speed movements, and a combination of actin dynamics
and myosin action resulting in rapid dashes [104]. In addition, microtubule dynamics also have
effects on mitochondrial velocity, trajectory and positioning in pollen tubes via their role in
directing the arrangement of actin filaments [102] or by providing tracks for low-speed movement
and anchoring [107].
Using the same object-based algorithms as for NET1A-GFP:plasmodesmata colocalisation, we
demonstrate a novel approach that can be used to quantify dynamic interactions effectively in
a complex system and quantitatively analyse the interactions of mitochondria (discrete objects)
with actin filaments (a continuous object) in the growing pollen tube. This algorithm can, with
user-defined adjustments, be used to study the colocalisation of static discrete objects and static
continuous objects, as well as dynamic interactions between colocalising structures.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Plant Growth and Sample Preparation
Seedlings of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. were grown on Murashige & Skoog Basal Salt
Mixture (M5524; Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) [108] with 0.8 % plant agar (Duchefa Bio-
chemia B.V. Haarlem, The Netherlands) under standard growth conditions (16 h light, 22 ◦C day
temperature, 16 ◦C night temperature). Stable transgenic A. thaliana seedlings expressing the
NET1A-GFP fusion protein, under the control of the native NET1A promoter, were incubated
for 10 min in 0.1 % aniline blue solution at pH 9.5 before imaging.
For dynamic studies using A. thaliana pollen tubes, we used plants stably expressing the fluor-
escent actin reporter ref fluorescent protein (RFP)-fimbrin actin-binding domain 2 (FABD2),
which is controlled by the pollen-specific Lat52 promoter. Pollen was germinated as described
by [109], with incubation periods of 3 h to 6 h at 22 ◦C. Prior to imaging, samples were incubated
for 10 min with 2µm MitoTracker Green FM (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK; henceforth referred
to as MitoTracker) in liquid pollen germination media.
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4.2.2 Imaging
Three-dimensional microscopy images of NET1A-GFP and aniline blue staining were acquired
using a Revolution XD spinning disk confocal microscope (Andor, Belfast, UK) with an iXon
DU897E back-illuminated electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) with a pixel size
of 0.16 µm×0.16 µm (Andor). Z-stacks were collected with an PlanApoN 60× 1.42 NA oil lens
(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) at optimum z-spacing of 0.156 µm, according to the Nyquist-Shannon
reconstruction theorem [110, 111], with each channel acquired sequentially at each step with laser
and filter switching. NET1A-GFP was excited with a 488 nm laser and fluorescence was collected
via a band pass emission filter (510 nm to 540 nm) at 500 ms of EMCCD exposure. Aniline blue
was excited with a 405 nm laser and fluorescence was collected via a band pass emission filter
(417 nm to 477 nm) at 500 ms of EMCCD exposure.
Four-dimensional time series of RFP-FABD2 and mitochondrial dynamics (MitoTracker) were
acquired again with the Revolution XD spinning disk confocal microscope (Andor), with a
pixel size 0.13 µm×0.13 µm. Z-stacks were collected with an UPlanSApo 100× 1.4 NA oil lens
(Olympus) at a z-spacing of 0.252 µm. Stacks were repeated 48 times, once every 20 s. Channels
were acquired sequentially. MitoTracker was excited with a 488 nm laser and RFP-FABD2 was
excited with a 561 nm laser with fluorescence collected via a dual band pass emission filter
(512 nm and 630 nm). Excitation lasers are alternated by rapid acousto-optical tunable filter
(AOTF) switching. Both images were collected at 32 ms of EMCCD exposure with an average
of 32 exposures.
Focussing different wavelengths through the same lens led to slight differences in the focus
position; this shift is known as chromatic aberration. Chromatic aberration can be largely
compensated by the use of apochromatic lenses, as used in this paper; however, non-lens-based
sources of chromatic aberration (e.g. differences between plane of coverslip and the plane of
slide, optical path misalignments, etc.) may also affect the final images. We used carboxylate-
modified polystyrene latex beads 0.03 µm in mean diameter (L5155, Sigma-Aldrich) that have
the excitation and emission spectra most closely suited for the two-wavelength set-up used in
this paper. Beads were diluted to a concentration of 1:1000, sonicated, air-dried on a coverslip,
embedded in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), sealed on a slide and
imaged using the same parameters as for the NET1A-GFP study. The images were then run
through the same colocalisation program as the cellular images. For the field of view used, 75
beads were identified at both wavelengths. Vector shifts between a bead’s centroid in the red
channel and the green channel were analysed, and the average values in three dimensions were
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used as a measure of translational shift. The average shift in each dimension was smaller than
the uncertainty due to centroid bias (below); as such, no chromatic aberration correction was
applied to the final data.
4.2.3 Image Processing
Illumination Correction and Normalisation
In fluorescence microscopy, uneven background illumination and vignetting due to the sensor
used for image capture can cause serious problems during analysis: bright regions of background
can obscure the desired foreground signals (i.e. data). In order to decrease the obscuring of
data by the background, many different techniques can be applied to estimate the background
illumination and thus remove the background signal (e.g. [112]).
Common background correction techniques include entropy-minimisation, envelope estimation,
fitting and filtering. In entropy-minimisation, first introduced by [113], illumination and noise
artefacts are modelled as a combinations of additive and multiplicative terms. By inverting this
image forming model and minimising the entropy uneven illumination and shading effects can
be estimated and thus removed. Alternatively, one can model the image shading as a surface,
say quadratic, and fit said surface to the raw image, this will be affected by both background
and foreground signals but will produce an estimate of the background signal fitting the surface
shape of choice [112].
For the images presented in this paper, the simpler approach of filtering out foreground objects
can be used. This approach is valid for this data as the objects are very small compared to the
scale of background variation (figure 4.2).
For the 3D colocalisation of NET1A and plasmodesmata labelling, we used a relatively simple
background approximation technique: low-pass filtering [114]. Low-pass filtering selects for low-
frequency signals and attenuates high-frequency signals in the images. Signals of very high-
frequency in an image are often noise and this technique is used to ‘smooth’ an image, removing
such noise. Using a low-pass filter with a very low cut-off removes not just noise but also
foreground signals; what remains is a good approximation of the background illumination.
Although it is possible to run such a filter on a 3D volume, due to the spinning disk’s imaging




















Figure 4.2: Retrospective background illumination correction helps to correct for low frequency
changes in illumination due to the imaging modality. The low frequency changes in the raw
image, a strip of which is shown in (b) can be estimated and removed to create a more even
intensity profile where less intense features (black arrows in (a)) are brought into line with
brighter features.
we ran 2D background illumination correction on each frame using the algorithm in algorithm 4.1.
The value of standard deviation,σ, used for each sequential Gaussian filter is an integer from 1
to a user-defined maximum σmax, which should be selected depending on the size of foreground
objects. The early filters, with a low value of σ, will remove small signals such as noise, whereas
the later filters, with higher values of σ, will remove larger signals (i.e. foreground objects). For
these data, we used rotationally symmetric Gaussian low-pass filters with a kernel size of 3σ and
an s.d. of σmax = 20.
For colocalisation of MitoTracker and RFP-FABD2 labelling, we did not use full-image back-
ground illumination correction techniques; instead, it was necessary to create a mask of the
pollen tube region. The mask was created using mean local thresholding techniques [115] to
create binary image of the tube. For the MitoTracker channel, the minimum and maximum
intensity values within the mask were used to normalise the image, giving the image a maximum
dynamic range for the signal within the pollen tube (algorithm 4.2 (p. 59)). This gives the signal
within the pollen tube the maximum dynamic range possible while preventing signals from outside
the pollen tube from interfering with the colocalisation algorithm. Hot pixels (i.e. noise-related
pixels with a high intensity value) were eliminated across the image series to ensure that the
dynamic range after normalisation was biologically meaningful.
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Input : I, σmax
Output: Ic
1 for z ∈ [1, depth(I)] do /* for each z-slice in the image */
2 Itemp ← I(z)
3 for σ ∈ [1, σmax] do /* for sequential kernel sizes */
4 G← gaussian(σ)




9 Ic ← I − Ibkgd
Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm used for uneven background illumination correction of images. For
this image series, correction was run on each 2D frame in turn. The algorithm takes a 3D
image (I) and a sigma value. For each sequential filtering, a Gaussian low-pass filter of size 3σ
and s.d. σ is created. The filter is applied to the image through a convolution (?) operation,
σ is increased by one and the process is repeated until σ = σmax. Once all sequential filtering
steps have taken place, the over-smoothed image is the background approximation; this is
removed from the original image. The output is a background-corrected 3D image, Ic. Note:
the ← symbol denotes ‘becomes’ (e.g. in Line 2, Itemp becomes that z-slice of I); the ∈ symbol
denotes ‘an element of’ (e.g. in Line 3 for each element σ of the interval [1, σmax] (i.e. all




1 M ← max(intensity(I(mask)))
2 m← min(intensity(I(mask)))
3 for ∀p ∈ I do
4 if intensity(p) < m then
5 p← m
6 else if intensity(p) > M then
7 p←M
8 end
9 I ← {i ∈ I : (intensity(i) < m)×m}
10 I ← {i ∈ I : (intensity(i) > M)×M}
11 I ← (I −m)/(M −m)
Algorithm 4.2: Algorithm used for pollen tube masking and normalisation of the dynamic range
of MitoTracker (Life Technologies) within the mask.The algorithm takes the image (I) and a
pollen tube mask (mask), and calculates the maximum (M) and minimum (m) intensity values
within the mask. Any pixels in the image with an intensity below the minimum are set to the
minimum; likewise for pixels above the maximum. The whole image is then normalised based
on the pollen tube maximum and minimum intensities.
Object-based Colocalisation
Object-based colocalisation in this paper is based on the algorithm proposed by [77], which is
based on 3D blob-like detection, as described in [116]. This is a two-stage detection algorithm:
detection of all blob-like signals followed by matching and pruning. All steps are carried out in
3D.
The local blob detection algorithm (algorithm 4.3 (p. 61)) uses an expected blob size to identify
likely candidates; for NET1A-GFP and aniline blue signals, this size was a sphere with a 260 nm
radius. The expected blob size is used in the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) convolution of the
image and the statistical pruning of blob candidates. Blob candidates are selected from local
maxima∗ in the image with intensity above a user-defined threshold; the user-defined threshold is
selected to prevent noise being selected as blobs. All blobs are treated as ellipsoids for descriptor
and centroid calculation before undergoing statistical pruning of the candidates†. Weighted
∗ Local maxima where detected by dilating the image with an element equal to the expected particle size;
maxima where then set to locations where I = I ◦ b
† Pruning of particles is done based on distance between itself and all other particles within a certain distance.
If two particles are deemed to be the same particle, the one with a stronger intensity is kept under the assumption
that the optical centroid of a particle of this type will be the brightest point.
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(a) Actin segmentation (b) Mitochondria segmentation (c) Colocalisation
Figure 4.3: A schematic explanation of actin-mitochondria colocalisation in Arabidopsis thaliana.
(a) A pixel-by-pixel example of actin segmentation. Each square on the grid counts as a single
pixel and each red square is a pixel that has been segmented as actin. (b) A mitochondrial ‘blob’
in cyan. The blob is centred on the mitochondrial centroid, labelled with a green dot, as detected
by the algorithm above. (c) Each actin pixel within the mitochondrial ellipsoid is considered
a candidate for colocalisation; candidates are labelled with a pink dot. Of these candidates,
only one is considered as a colocalising match, labelled yellow. This figure is a considerable
simplification, as many actin pixels may be candidates for matching to multiple mitochondrial
signals. The technique used by this algorithm is designed to optimise the matching results.
centroids are then calculated before the candidates in both images are paired using the Hungarian
matching algorithm [16] (see appendix C). As the blobs are matched, they are removed from the
image to prevent mismatching.
For MitoTracker-actin colocalisation, MitoTracker signals were identified as above, with an
expected blob radius of 0.75 µm. Actin cables were then segmented using a mean thresholding
technique (algorithm 4.4 (p. 62)); this technique identified all pixels from the actin channel images
that were within actin cable signals. The ellipsoids calculated from the MitoTracker signals were
then used to identify putative colocalising actin pixels (figure 4.3). The putative matches were
then run through a Hungarian matching algorithm [16] to identify all actin pixels that colocalise
with mitochondrial signals.
Due to the nature of the centroid calculation algorithm used in our and many other programs,
there is a centroid bias in the program. The centroid, which was refined with an intensity-
weighted centre of mass algorithm, was biased towards the centre of pixels for small signals
(i.e. one or two pixels). Figure 4.4 (p. 63) shows how sub-pixel signals emanating from the
corners and sides of a pixel’s region of view are drawn in towards the centre of the pixel. This
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Input : I1, I2, rx, ry, rz, s, th1, th2
Output: CoLoc
1 S ← [s/rx, s/ry, s/rz]
2 L← LoG(S)
3 for i ∈ [1, 2] do /* for each 3D channel */
4 Ii ← Ii ? L
5 Candidatesi ← localMaxima(Ii)
6 for C ∈ Candidatesi do /* for each candidate */
7 SC ← meanIntensity(shell(C))
8 EC ← meanIntensity(ellipsoid(C))
9 end
10 Blobsi ← {C ∈ Candidatesi : SC < EC}
11 Blobsi ← {B ∈ Blobsi : intensity(B) > thi}
12 for B ∈ Blobsi do /* for each blob */
13 EB ← ellipsoid(B)
14 DB ← descriptor(EB)
15 end
16 Blobsi ← {B ∈ Blobsi : prune(B,DB) = FALSE}
17 Wi ← weightedCentroid(ellipsoid(Blobsi))
18 end
19 CoLoc← hungarianMatching(W1,W2)
Algorithm 4.3: Algorithm used for locally based colocalisation. Each step is carried out in
3D and each preprocessed and normalised channel (I1, I2) is analysed separately until the
centroids are matched in the final process. The LoG convolution (?) of each image enhances
blob-like structures. After convolution, the images are renormalised. The filter size for the
LoG convolution is determined by the resolution of the image in each direction (rx, ry, rz)
and the expected size of the blob (s). Local maxima are detected in each channel through
morphological opening and identifying the locations of particles that are brighter than their
immediate surroundings. Each candidate is given a centroid position and the ellipsoid around
the candidate is calculated; a thin shell around this ellipsoid is also calculated. The comparison
of the mean image intensity in the ellipsoid to the mean image intensity in the shell allows
candidates to be checked and selected for. Blobs with an intensity above the user-set threshold
(thi) for each channel are then selected for. For this experiment, identified blobs are pruned
using statistical measures. The remaining blobs are then given a weighted centroid and the
blobs from both images are matched using the Hungarian matching algorithm [16].
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Input : I, rx, ry, rz, s
Output: Cables
1 S ← [s/rx, s/ry, s/rz]
2 E ← ellipsoid(S)
3 h← I ? E
4 mean← h/sum(h)
5 Cables← I > mean
6 Cables← reconstruct(Cables, imOpen(Cables))
Algorithm 4.4: Algorithm used for mean-based thresholding of actin cables. For a 3D image, an
ellipsoid size (S), scaled by the image resolution (Rx,Ry,Rz), is used as a kernel. The mean
of the surrounding neighbourhood, as defined by the kernel, is calculated for each pixel.The
value for each pixel is then compared with this mean; pixels greater than the mean of their
neighbourhood are counted as actin pixels. The thresholded image is then reconstructed by
morphological opening. Morphological opening is the erosion followed by the dilation of a
binary image; reconstruction by morphological opening is a process by which the shapes of the
actin cables can be extracted more accurately.
adds an unknown uncertainty to all measurements of distance between two centroids. For the
purpose of our results, we have assumed a minimum uncertainty of 0.5 pixels in each direction
(i.e. 170 nm in 3D Euclidean distance); this the maximum uncertainty due to centroid bias
between two points. For signals larger than one pixel, this centroid bias becomes negligible, as
the bias from each pixel helps to cancel bias of neighbouring pixels.
Pixel-based Colocalisation
Colocalisation analysis as described in [95] was performed by selecting square regions of interest
(150×150 pixels in x-y) within the dataset where punctae in both the red and green channels
were of superior contrast. Background fluorescence was removed from the colocalisation analysis
using masks generated by the ‘threshold’ tool in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA). The manually adjusted threshold selected for each region of interest depended upon
the local level of background fluorescence, as this level was not consistent throughout the dataset.
Eight images encompassing 10 cells were combined onto one canvas in ImageJ and analysed using
ColocalizerPro (Colocalisation Research Software) to generate a Pearson’s correlation value. The
negative control value was obtained by displacing the red and green channel data by 11 pixels
along the y-axis; this was chosen to ensure that the cell end walls were compared with background
levels in the opposing channel. Regions of interest and masks were duplicated and displaced
accordingly.
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Figure 4.4: The centroid bias of intensity-weighted centre of mass calculations draws the
calculated position of objects towards the centre of pixels. A point of known position was
placed in one of nine virtual sub-pixel regions; the figure shows a single pixel divided into
these nine uniform regions. Each point was convoluted with a disc one pixel in diameter. This
was repeated for all nine regions. Each artificial image then underwent centroid detection and
weighted centroid refinement, as per the main algorithms. The figure shows the true centroid in
cyan and an approximation of the calculated centroid in red; the arrows show the displacement
of centroids towards the pixel’s centre. The signal centred on the pixel centre had negligible
displacement (<0.01 of a pixel).
4.2.4 Software Packages
Object-based colocalisation algorithms were implemented off-line using the software package
MATLAB and Image Processing Toolbox Release 2012b (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA,
USA). The full algorithm, as used in this paper, is available from the corresponding author.
Pixel-based colocalisation used ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) [117] to generate masks,
which were analysed with CoLocalizer Pro (CoLocalisation Research Software).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Colocalisation of NET1A with Plasmodesmata
To demonstrate the performance of our technique we have re-analysed a dataset first published
by [95]. This z-stack of images of A. thaliana root meristems was collected using spinning disk
confocal microscopy. Nano-domains along plasma membranes were labelled using two probes.
The first was a GFP fusion to the actin binding protein NET1A (NET1A-GFP), a protein that
localises to the plasma membrane and concentrates at plasmodesmata and has been suggested
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as being involved in the link between the actin cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane. NET1A-
GFP localises to distinct punctae along the plasma membrane. The second probe was aniline
blue, a dye excitable at 405 nm that labels callose-rich cell-to-cell junctions called plasmodesmata.
The signal along the plasma membrane domains was isolated using a threshold approach and
the correlation between pixel intensities was measured using Pearson’s coefficient (pixel-based
colocalisation; Materials and methods). This gave a positive value of 0.859, suggesting a strong
coincidence between the NET1A-GFP structures and plasmodesmata. A maximum value of 1
denotes an absolute correlation of pixel intensities but should be impossible to obtain due to
random noise and optical constraints.
In this particular case, the Pearson’s correlation value does not give a quantity that can be related
to the distance distribution between the nanopunctae of the two channels. Variability throughout
the image of fluorescence from out-of-focus planes, instrument noise and autofluorescence pre-
vents the effective masking of background signal from the correlation calculation. To understand
whether green (NET1A) nanopunctae perfectly coincide with red ones (plasmodesmata), it would
be necessary to compare Pearson’s correlation values between several control experiments to test
alternative hypotheses. Ideally, these would use two alternative fluorescent labels of equivalent
intensity to aniline blue. The first label would localise homogeneously across the cell wall,
whereas the second would highlight the zones between plasmodesmata. These ideal probes are not
available. To estimate the element of background fluorescence, the two channels were displaced
by 11 pixels, giving a Pearson’s correlation value of 0.132. Confidence that the difference of
0.727 represents colocalisation at the resolution of nano-domains is derived from high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy imaging combined with an immunoaffinity label [95]. These
techniques showed that NET1A protein specifically localises to within nanometres of the mem-
brane surrounding plasmodesmata. Such tools and techniques are expensive, time-consuming and
rely upon specialist skills and equipment. More highly resolved optical solutions to image nano-
structures are often limited by the brightness and specific characteristics of the probes. There
is a requirement for an alternative method to extract higher-quality quantitative colocalisation
results from fluorescence imaging data.
The probe signals for each label were isolated using a local maxima detection approach and
candidates were colocalised between channels using the Hungarian matching algorithm [16]
(figure 4.5 (p. 66)). Of 954 NET1A-GFP signals identified, 682 colocalised with signals from
aniline blue; there were 1162 individual aniline blue signals. As a control, we shifted the image
three pixels horizontally to keep plasma membrane with plasma membrane and cytoplasm with
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cytoplasm while shifting the nano-domains enough to alternate (rather than superimpose) red
and green punctae. The resulting image showed that only 351 of 954 NET1A signals now
colocalised with aniline blue signals; there were 1162 aniline blue signals.
The algorithm allows us to more than just look at whether signals colocalise or not. Because of the
object-based nature, the program can also find the Euclidean distance of any colocalising signals
(e.g. the distance between a NET1A-GFP and an aniline blue signal). Figures 4.6a and 4.6b
(p. 67) show this information in two formats: figure 4.6a (p. 67) shows a 3D representation
of the colocalising pairs, colour coded based upon their distances, whereas figure 4.6b (p. 67)
shows a maximum z-projection with the data overlaid. Figure 4.6c (p. 67) shows the distance
histograms for the data (blue) and the control (red; see above). The mean colocalisation distance
of the population is 330 nm. The distance at which 50 % of objects colocalised is ∼250 nm. The
mean value for the control is 685 nm with the distance at which 50 % of objects colocalised
being ∼700 nm. It is clear from the superimposed histograms (figure 4.6c (p. 67)) that a 660 nm
spatial shift has resulted in an almost equal displacement of the colocalisation distances. For a
comparison, we repeated the three-pixel control using the Pearson’s coefficient workflow. The
modest shift in red and green channels generated a correlation value of 0.66. Although this
was reduced from the original value of 0.86, it still indicated a positive correlation despite the
660 nm shift. The object-based method allowed intuitive quantification of colocalisation patterns,
whereas the Pearson’s coefficient was difficult to interpret. Pixel-perfect co-alignment of the
channels is required for maximum correlation, as would be expected from two components of
plasmodesmata, but this correlation was not completely broken by the shift in channels.
Figure 4.6d (p. 67) shows the intensity difference between channels of colocalised pairs. For each
pair, the absolute difference between the normalised intensity of the signal on each channel is
plotted. The 3D data have been overlaid onto a maximum z-axis projection of the aniline blue
channel, which shows that the difference increases where the aniline blue signal is brighter; this
acts as a good control to show that bleed-through of signal is not the cause of colocalisation.
If bleed-through were a major issue then one would expect the difference between channels to
remain similar for all colocalising pairs or to vary only due to uneven illumination of the brighter
channel.
It is also possible to extract a biological context from this control. Assuming that aniline blue
stains proportionally to callose content, the intensity difference is a quantification of the ratio of
NET1A accumulation to callose content. It can be seen from figure 4.6d (p. 67) that at the local
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(a) Plasmodesmal labelling (b) NET1A-GFP labelling
(c) Object-based colocalisation with both chan-
nels overlaid
(d) Pixel-based colocalisation with both chan-
nel raw images overlaid
Figure 4.5: NET1A-green fluorescent protein (GFP) in Arabidopsis thaliana colocalises with
plasmodesmal signals as labelled with aniline blue. (a) Identified plasmodesmal labelling (aniline
blue). Yellow dots (n = 682) represent object-based colocalisation of plasmodesmal signals with
NET1A signals; red dots (n = 480) represent plasmodesmal signals that are not colocalised.
(b) Identified NET1A-GFP signals. Yellow dots (n = 682) represent object-based colocalisation
of NET1A-GFP signals with plasmodesmal signals; red dots (n = 272) represent NET1A-GFP
signals that are not colocalised. (c) Merged channels show colocalisation of NET1A-GFP signals
at plasmodesmal cell junctions as labelled with aniline blue. All images show a maximum
projection through the z-axis.
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(a) 3D Euclidean distance map (b) Euclidean distance z-projection
(c) Histogram of distances (d) Intensity distance z-projection
Figure 4.6: (a) Euclidean distance map of colocalised object pairs of NET1A-green fluorescent
protein (GFP) and plasmodesmal cell junctions of Arabidopsis thaliana, labelled with aniline blue.
The scale runs from 0 nm to 260 nm (cobalt blue) to 1µm to 1.3 µm (orange), as indicated by the
bar on the right of the figure. Note that this Euclidean distance carries a known uncertainty of
±170 nm due to centroid bias (above). The histogram of the Euclidean distance to the number of
colocalisations is in the lower left of the scatterplot. (b) Distance map overlay with a maximum
z-axis projection of the cells. (c) Distance histogram for the colocalisation of NET1A-GFP and
aniline blue signals. The red histogram shows the distance distribution for the standard image
(20 bins); note the drop in the second (0.07 µm to 0.13 µm) bin. The blue histogram shows the
distribution for the control image (see main text). (4.6d) Intensity difference map of colocalised
object pairs of NET1A-GFP and plasmodesmal cell junctions labelled with aniline blue. The
scale runs from 0.0 to 0.11 (cobalt blue) to 0.37 to 0.46 (orange), as indicated by the bar on the
right of the figure.
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level, NET1A-GFP and callose content are closely linked, as the variation of intensity difference
between neighbouring plasmodesmata was much less when compared with the variation between
neighbouring cell files and distant regions.
NET1A-GFP signal within the dataset is not distributed evenly at the tissue scale. The cell files
at the root cap epidermis are devoid of GFP signal. Neighbouring cell files show an asymmetric
signal, due to differential expression of NET1A. The outcomes are two distinct zones of ‘orphan’
aniline blue punctae to the right and far left of the field of view. This could be compensated for
by either masking the zones lacking a NET1A-GFP signal, or by discounting the ratio of paired
to unpaired aniline blue punctae and measuring only the ratio of paired to unpaired NET1A-
GFP (since NET1A-GFP punctae always appear in zones with a strong aniline blue signal). We
have opted for the latter, since the boundaries of any mask proved to be subjective.
Our results confirm the colocalisation of plasmodesmata (aniline blue) and NET1A (GFP) as
originally reported in [95]. Furthermore, we have produced quantified results that show the
distances between colocalising pairs and quantified results showing the direction of displacement
and the intensity of signals, which can be used in further experiments and to gain imaging and
biologically relevant information.
4.3.2 Colocalisation of Mitochondria with Actin Filaments across Time
To demonstrate the extent of our technique we produced a dataset showing the association of
mitochondria, labelled with MitoTracker, and actin filaments (RFP-FABD2); this shows how
our algorithms can be used in a novel way to examine the colocalisation of discrete objects, i.e.
mitochondria, with a continuous object, i.e. actin filamentous cables. Furthermore, these data
were extended into four dimensions: a 3D time series. The time series of images of A. thaliana
pollen tubes was collected using spinning disk confocal microscopy. The MitoTracker labelling
of mitochondria shows these as distinct punctae throughout the pollen tube, whereas the actin-
binding RFP fusion protein labels filamentous actin within the pollen tube. Quantifying the
association of these two probes is a unique situation: usually, colocalisation examines whether
or not two sets of ‘blobs’ are associated; here, we must look at whether one set of ‘blobs’ is
associated with any sub-domain of a ‘cable’ or ‘network’.
Figure 4.7 (p. 70) shows an example of segmentation of the actin network within the pollen tube
and the associated mitochondrial signals. In areas of the pollen tube with indistinct actin signals
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(e.g. the pollen tube tip) there is little to no segmentation of actin cables or colocalisation of the
mitochondria with actin. This region of the pollen tube contains a more motile and unbundled
network of filamentous actin, which is required to integrate vesicles into the pollen tube tip.
Figure 4.8 (p. 71) shows how bleaching‡ of the image affects the segmentation of actin cables and
thus the colocalisation program. Figure 4.8a (p. 71) shows that the overall identifiable volume
of the pollen tube, as used in the masking process, did not change much with time; however, it
should be noted that the length of the pollen tube increased during the imaging time but the
segmentable actin cable network did not invade the new volume. However, it is clear from the raw
data (not shown) that the actin segmentation volume decreased, with an apparent exponential
drop with time. Figure 4.8b (p. 71) shows exponential curve fitting for the volume of actin
segmented at each time point (red; y = 0.94 × e−0.012x) and the mean pixel intensity within
the pollen tube mask (blue; y = 0.93 × e−0.016x; both graphs have been normalised so that the
maximum mean pixel intensity or the maximum actin volume segmented equals 1).
The segmentation of actin by the program depends upon the amount of RFP-FABD2 signal above
a certain manually chosen threshold limit; if the intensity of the image decreases, then either
less filamentous actin will be detected or the cables detected will be ‘seen’ as thinner (i.e. have a
lower segmented volume). Having observed these images manually, we find that the code detected
clear actin filaments in all time frames; however, the apparent width of actin filaments detected
decreased with time (see figure 4.8d (p. 71) for a diagrammatic explanation). This decrease in
apparent width seems to match the decrease in brightness of the RFP-FABD2 signal within the
pollen tube. Figure 4.8c (p. 71) shows how the average distance between segmented actin cables
increased with time; this increase suggests that the program is identifying thinner cables within
the image.
A further example of bleaching is in the first frame of the data (not shown). The data in this frame
were very hard to extract and resulted in quantified data that were noticeably different from the
subsequent frames. It is plausible that the pre-imaging accumulation of fluorescent molecules
within mitochondria and non-specific labelling are responsible for this difference. Continuous
replenishment of mitochondrial fluorescence due to oxidation of mitochondrial MitoTracker may
make these objects more resistant to photobleaching effects than non-specifically labelled arte-
facts. Many of the correction techniques applied (e.g. masking and normalisation) helped to
‡ Bleaching is the phenomena where fluorescent molecules become unable to fluoresce overtime leading to a
decrease in fluorescent image intensity.
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(a) 3D filament and blob segmentation
(b) Maximum Z-projection (c) Zoomed in view
Figure 4.7: RFP-FABD2 and MitoTracker Green (Life Technologies) label segmentation and
colocalisation. (a) An example of segmentation from a single time point; the image has been
rotated to give the best view and the Arabidopsis thaliana pollen tube tip is at the top of
the image. The image shows actin cables (red) and mitochondria (green) as detected by their
respective probes. Mitochondria that have been calculated as colocalising are shown in yellow.
Mitochondrial size is artificial to make them easier to see. (b) A maximum z-projection of the
RFP-FABD2 label at the same time point. The projection has been rotated so that it matches
the segmentation rotation. (c) Close-up of the region highlighted by the white box in (a).
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(a) Pollen tube volume with time (b) Total actin volume with time
(c) Actin-actin distance (d) Schematic of bleaching
Figure 4.8: Bleaching artefacts affect the amount of actin that can be identified by the program.
(a) The identifiable Arabidopsis thaliana pollen tube volume remains constant for all 48 frames;
the expectation is that the volume of actin within the tube would stay the same or increase due
to more filaments forming thick cables. (b) The volume of actin cables within the pollen tube
decreases with time (red fitted exponential curve; root mean squared error: 0.0312); this drop
is exponential in nature and follows a similar curve to the drop in average intensity within the
pollen tube (blue fitted exponential curve; root mean squared error: 0.0736). The less rapid
decrease in the volume of actin compared with the mean intensity within the pollen tube is
probably due to the Gaussian spread of light during the imaging process and the cubic nature of
the volume measurement. (c) A decrease in segmented actin volume is balanced by an increased
mean actin-actin distance; this implies that detected actin cables appear thinner and that the
effect of bleaching may be the detection of thinner actin cables over the loss of actin cable
number. (d) A schematic of detected actin cables at early and late times within the same region
of the pollen tube, showing how bleaching can lead to a decrease in thickness of the actin and
the Gaussian blur around the actin signals.
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increase the number of segmentable MitoTracker signals and helped give a better colocalisation
result when compared manually to the data.
Figure 4.9 shows the number of MitoTracker signals (mitochondria) and the number of colocal-
ising mitochondria for each time point of the series. The number of identified mitochondria
signals increased slightly with time, whereas the number of signals ‘colocalising’ with actin
decreased with time. The increase in mitochondria signals was due to an overall increase of
mitochondria across the pollen tube (data not shown) rather than in a particular region of the
tube. Unfortunately, the decrease in the number of colocalising mitochondria signals appeared to
be due to the bleaching artefacts of the actin channel and followed a mild exponential decrease.
The numbers of mitochondria in the pollen tube tip region, where actin cables are diffraction-
limited and do not segment clearly, did not increase dramatically (data not shown); further
human viewing of the time series showed that the decrease in colocalising mitochondria was
apparently evenly distributed across the rest of the tube.
Our results show that the quantification of organelles as they are transported along cytoskeletal
systems is a highly achievable goal. Our data also show that bleaching through time is a major
factor influencing the results from such an experiment. The data above have been shown to
demonstrate both these sides of bioimage informatics: novel techniques allowing access to new
measurements and quantifications, and the possible pitfalls in striving for these new tools.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Extracting Sub-resolution Information of NET1A
We have used algorithms to detect individual plasmodesmata automatically within the crowded
3D environment of the A. thaliana root apex. Co-imaging of two markers for plasmodesmata
(aniline blue for cell wall callose and NET1A-GFP for plasmodesmal membrane) has allowed
us to demonstrate the utility of this technique in quantifying 3D colocalisation relationships
within populations. Seventy-one percent of plasmodesmata labelled with aniline blue can be
matched with foci of NET1A-GFP. Three-quarters (∼75 %) of these partners have weighted
centroids that lie less than 400 nm apart. Artificially displacing the two channels by just three
pixels shows obvious disruption of this colocalisation pattern, in line with expectations. By
contrast, the alternative method of assessing colocalisation using Pearson’s correlation testing
provides no spatial quantities. Figure 4.10 (p. 74) describes the potential ultra-structure of
the observed plasmodesmata based on transmission electron microscopy data [95]. Individual
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(a) Colocalisation of mitochondria particles
with actin filaments
(b) Mean distance between colocasing mito-
chondria and actin
(c) Percentage of colocalising mitochondria
with time
Figure 4.9: Colocalisation of Arabidopsis thaliana mitochondria with actin is successfully assessed
despite bleaching. (a) Number of mitochondria ‘particles’ detected at each time point; the red
portion of the bar shows the colocalised mitochondria; the blue portion shows the non-colocalised
ones. (b) The mean distance between colocalising mitochondria and actin signals vary between
frames; however, if bleaching was creating false positives, we would expect to see an exponential
increase that mirrors the exponential decrease in intensity due to brightness. Note that the
percentage of colocalising mitochondria decreases with time; this could be due to an increase
in total number of recognised MitoTracker Green (Life Technologies) signals or an increase in
false positives due to bleaching of the actin channel, which fits the data (not shown). (c) The
percentage of colocalising mitochondria decreases with time. The pattern of decrease may match
the bleaching issues identified for actin segmentation; it is likely that some mitochondria are
considered to be too far from segmentable actin due to the effects of bleaching on the program.
This decrease in identified MitoTracker Green signals is not due to an increase in mitochondria
in regions where actin filaments are below resolution and unsegmentable.
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Figure 4.10: Diagrams showing the relative positioning of some molecular components of
Arabidopsis thaliana root meristem plasmodesmata. The cell wall and channel width are drawn
to approximate scale. (Left) The arrangement of plasmodesmata as suggested by transmission
electron microscopy and light microscopy (e.g. [95]). (Right) In this perfectly symmetrical
scenario, the centroid positions for callose and NET1A-GFP would be perfectly aligned. The
signal for NET1A-GFP (green ring) would overlap almost entirely the signal for aniline blue
(callose deposit) in the cell wall.
pores will differ in their orientations but the pore presented in figure 4.10 is drawn to show
the organisation of components in channels along apical-basal cell walls (horizontal cell walls
as viewed within figures 4.3 and 4.6 (p. 60) and (p. 67)). The cell wall interrupts the callose
sphincters at either end of the pore. In theory, with sufficient magnification and numerical
aperture, it should be possible to differentiate between symmetrical and asymmetrical deposition
of components across the pore (figure 4.10). Our dataset, however, was not optimised for
high-resolution analysis. Ideally, we would require data at the Nyquist resolution (∼3× the
magnification of the current dataset). Such a resolution would decrease the uncertainty associated
with the centroid bias, along with implementation of possible bias-reducing techniques, and would
allow information to be gleaned at a resolution below that of the cell wall thickness.
Along with this higher resolution comes further information that can be extracted from object-
based colocalisation techniques. We were also able to produce maps, such as those in figure 4.6
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(p. 67), which show the direction between colocalising pairs (data not shown). With greater
resolution, we could identify if there was any consistent direction of displacement between
colocalising signals (i.e. any asymmetry within the system).
Furthermore, the use of an intensity difference map (figure 4.6d (p. 67)) may lead to a novel
quantifiable feature that can be used to discriminate between different plasmodesmal fluorescent
markers. It would be of great interest to compare maps of various live-cell plasmodesmal
markers, as it might be possible, using this program and the intensity difference maps, to
discriminate between markers that localise proportionally to the number of channels and markers
that specifically respond to the local callose content of the cell wall. This could potentially
differentiate between ‘open’ versus ‘closed’ plasmodesmata in living tissue responding to stimuli
in real time.
4.4.2 Co-imaging of Motile Mitochondria and Cytoskeletal Tracks
Co-imaging and population analysis of mitochondria and actin filaments within the pollen tube
have shown that not all mitochondria colocalised with actin cables. This is, perhaps, not surpris-
ing, as the association of mitochondria with microtubules has been documented as being transient
in the pollen tube [107]. Romagnoli and colleagues [107] proposed a model of antagonistic action
of microtubules and actin filaments on the movement of mitochondria at the pollen tube cell
cortex. Cortical microtubules provide a means of anchoring mitochondria during their motion
towards the pollen tube tip. Observation of the movement of purified pollen tube mitochondria
showed that their movements on actin are salutatory rather than processive. Also, removing
microtubules in vivo using drug treatments helped to smooth the flow of mitochondria [107]. This
is in contrast to the situation in root hairs where the depolymerisation of microtubules increased
the frequency of interrupted motion [104]. It would be interesting to repeat this experiment using
our own dual-fluorescent pollen lines to test the hypothesis that the association of mitochondria
with the actin cytoskeleton increases upon such treatments. Ideally, triple labelling to include
the microtubule cytoskeleton would allow testing of the hypothesis that the organelles must be
engaged with at least one cytoskeletal system at any one time. One limitation of the current
experimental setup is that the fine cortical cables used for mitochondrial movement are difficult
to image with the RFP-FABD2 probe. Longer exposure times are ideally required, which would
be incompatible with mitochondria movement. An extra fluorescent probe would compound this
problem.
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4.4.3 Prospective Pitfalls in Plant Bioimage Informatics
Showing the object-based colocalisation of mitochondria and actin filaments with time shows
both the power of such a bioimage informatics tool and also how careful one must be to avoid
major pitfalls. Bleaching can cause severe effects on the results of any computational analysis.
Easy to identify controls should be put in place to check that this is not the case. Fig. 8 shows
how the distance between a colocalising MitoTracker signal and its matched actin signal was
constant through the time series but how the percentage of MitoTracker signals considered to be
colocalising decreased; this shows that the code was segmenting a decreased thickness of actin
cables and was not able to compensate for this.
Actin filaments have a saturation limit for fluorescent binding proteins. These probe molecules
exchange with a finite cytoplasmic pool and several seconds are required for bleach recovery of
filament fluorescence. Due to the significant laser power used during imaging, we feel that this
decrease in segmented actin volume represents the increased proportion of bleached fluorophores
within the pollen tube. We are currently comparing and developing techniques to correct for
this bleaching, either at the imaging or bioimage informatics stages.
One possible compensation is to consider that all actin cables are likely to be below resolution
in this particular microscopy set-up; therefore, one solution is to segment the actin cables and
set the diameter of all cables to 200 nm. Another option would be to adapt the threshold for
actin segmentation based on an a priori bleaching curve or, indeed, by matching a curve to some
measure of bleaching (e.g. actin volume) for the dataset and post-processing before recomputing
the actin segmentation.
A technique that has applications for many bioimage informatics problems is to consider the actin
probe signal as a representation of a skeletal network (i.e. a network of one voxel thickness at
any point). The branches of these networks would be skeletal lines one voxel thick in 3D space;
this would remove issues relating to the thickness of actin cables but requires a high enough
resolution to make out individual actin filaments.
Many articles on ideal bioimage informatics or image processing and analysis emphasise the issue
of assumptions: without clearly stating assumptions when designing and publishing algorithms
and programs for automated analysis of images, errors can begin to build in the application and
evaluation of the program and its data. There is, however, a problem of accidental assumptions:
algorithmic bias. We have described how intensity-based object centroid calculation has an
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inherent bias, a problem we hope to address in future versions of this code. Other such biases
often occur in programs designed for automated analysis. Unless they are made fully open to
program users, such biases could cause misinterpretation of results (e.g. the dip in the second bin
of figure 4.6c (p. 67)) without realising the cause of such results. This particular bias becomes
negligible for objects much greater than one voxel in size; hence further magnification to Nyquist
limits is important in the initial imaging stages.
The object-based colocalisation techniques that have been showcased in this paper show not
only the power of relatively simple bioimage informatics tools but also the ability of well-designed
tools to be applied to multiple imaging scenarios. As new scenarios are approached, the bioimage
informatists working with a code can improve and adapt the code, giving it more abilities or
making it more accurate; these adaptations can be saved in a modular manner, allowing a single
code to be adapted for multiple situations based upon the needs of the biologist, the imaging
modality, issues with the images and the question being asked. With this in mind, the program
used in this paper is currently being refined and adapted further; it is hoped that issues like
bleaching, hot pixels and poor dynamic range can be fixed using computational and statistical
methods that can be turned on and off by the user. The final program will hopefully be released
as part of a larger project that is currently ongoing.
4.4.4 Future Work
This article has showcased object-based colocalisation in plant sciences. We have highlighted
the power of such techniques and also the pitfalls that researchers can fall into. We also intend
to continue development by including the tracking of trafficked particles (e.g. mitochondria)
along networks such as actin filaments within time series. Expansion of the program in this
way would allow biologists to study if, how and when mitochondria or any other labelled
particles are trafficked to particular places, such as the growing pollen tube tip. With continuing
rapid improvements in microscopes and microscopy techniques, it may be possible to view this
trafficking with fantastic resolution in not just the x-y plane but, in the orthogonal and temporal
planes, creating a mass of available ‘phenotypic’ data that can be used to probe existing models
or to identify the functions of novel genes.
One area of bioimage informatics research that we are currently pursuing is the improvement of
techniques for segmentation of networks, such as actin, from standard resolution imaging tech-
niques. With optimally segmented actin networks and strong compensation for bleaching effects,
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it will be possible to use dynamic object-based colocalisation techniques to study much more
than just how many colocalise and also to study questions such as ‘Are trafficked mitochondria
colocalised with actin for their entire journey?’ or ‘Is trafficking different at newly formed actin
networks (e.g. the pollen tube tip) compared with established cables (e.g. far from the tip)?’
This aim is part of a larger project that is currently ongoing and we hope to release in the form
of a graphical user interface-fronted program or plug-in for use by other researchers.
Epilogue
In this chapter, I have provided an extended 3D particle detection algorithm with a novel
post-detection pruning step and demonstrated the performance in the context of a quantitative
colocalisation assay analysis pipeline for plant cell biology experiments.
I have explained the key uncertainties with this approach and other, similar quantitative methods
for a non-computing readership whilst also showing the extra information that can be gained by
such an object-based, quantitative approach.
The work in this chapter is particle detection at a small scale: all the objects of interest are either
sub-pixel or up to a few pixels in size. Whilst this has its challenges, the challenges of larger
objects are many. For example, at this scale, object rotation can be neglected but, at a larger
scale, object orientation will have an effect on the results of a particle detector. In chapter 5 I
describe a new approach for detecting and counting larger scale ellipses in images.
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Chapter 5




In chapter 4 (p. 48) I looked at counting and detecting small (pixel-scale) objects in fluorescence
microscopy images. In this, and the next, chapter I consider the problem of supra-pixel elliptical
objects, that is particles or ‘blobs’ that are on the scale of 5–20 pixels and may or may not
be rotationally symmetric. This size of object is of particular interest in bioimaging as this
is often the size of nuclei signals in hight-throughput and developmental biology fluorescence
micrographs.
Approaches to ellipse detection in images already exist, however, many are affected by noise,
clustering or overlapping of objects, and, most importantly, those methods dependent on edges
often consider ellipses of major axis length around 5–20 as on the scale of noise and these objects
are thus filtered out. In many biological images, nuclei are on this size scale and thus some
general ellipse detection approaches are not appropriate for the analysis of microscopy images.
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In this chapter I introduce HEDAR a novel contribution to the ellipse detection problem that
a) does not require an edge map, b) does not require a priori knowledge of the number of ellipses
present and c) can successfully detect elliptical objects that other approaches may consider on
the scale of noise.
I go on to compare HEDAR with several other ellipse detection approaches and validate the
algorithms on synthetic and real data, showing HEDAR to be as good as these comparator
methods in most cases and besting other approaches in certain cases, noticeably images with
large numbers of ellipses.
In this chapter, I also present a case study of the application of this new method to nuclei
detection in fluorescence microscopy, a challenging task due to the high levels of heterogeneity and
clustering in many microscopy images. I describe HEDAR in the context of nuclei detection before
benchmarking the method on datasets from the Broad Bioimage Benchmark Collection and
comparing against published results and several comparator approaches. In this case study I have
chosen to focus on nuclei counting and detection, as opposed to segmentation or approximation
of ellipse parameters.
Declaration: This chapter is a draft article being preparing for submission to an appropriate
journal. This chapter is presented as it will be submitted, although referencing and notation has
been altered and cross-referencing added for consistency throughout this thesis. Some stylistic
changes have been made for consistency. The majority of the text is verbatim; however, additions
to the body of text are included along with footnotes and, where appropriate, added appendices.
5.1 Introduction
Ellipse detection is a key problem in image processing and will remain an open and important
research area for the far future. Due to its importance, new methods of detecting ellipses are
in constant development and undergo regular improvement, e.g. the many variations of the
Hough transform (see [118, 119] for recent reviews). Each of these methods, however, may not
be suitable for all scenarios and current limitations include a reliance on pre- or post-processing
steps, such as edge detection; the difficulty of detecting multiple ellipses; and distinguishing
between overlapping ellipses.
Ellipse detection algorithms tend to fall into three broad groups (as discussed in [118]): least-
square focused ellipse fitting methods, Hough transform-like, i.e. voting-based methods, and
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edge following approaches. All three approaches require some amount of pre- or post-processing,
e.g. to enhance ellipse selectivity of least-squares approaches. Further, calculating an edge image,
such as by Canny edge detection, is essential to many methods. A fourth category can also be
considered with methods that do not quite fall into any one of these categories, such methods
tend to be heuristic or hybrid techniques.
5.1.1 Ellipse Fitting Methods
Those methods that fall under the least-squares category turn the problem of ellipse detection into
an optimisation problem and many methods are extensions of the early mathematical attempts,
i.e. [120–122]. These extensions were developed to reduce bias and noise sensitivity [123], whilst
increasing the ability to deal with occlusion [124] and the stability of the system [125]. Although
solutions have been proposed, least-square methods are still very sensitive to noise and thus are
difficult to use in image processing. Further, these least-square methods generally work for a
single ellipse, or one ellipse at a time, an obvious challenge for application to large-scale imaging
scenarios where many ellipses must be detected at once [121]. These methods also require extra
levels of pre- and post-processing to enhance the ellipse selectivity of the approach, increasing
computational complexity and running time [126]. Finally, the iterative nature of many least-
square approaches, combined with sensitivity to initialisation and noise can lead to uncertain
convergence [126].
5.1.2 Voting-based Methods
Hough transform-based and voting methods search for local extrema in an N -dimensional (ND)
parameter or accumulator space and are derived from Hough’s original patent [127] and early
generalisations of the method [128, 129]. The early elliptical Hough transform-based methods,
e.g. [130, 131], require an N = n + 5 dimension accumulator matrix, where n is the dimension
of the image, from which a user-defined number of local maxima are extracted. This has huge
computational and memory requirements and various adaptations have been developed to reduce
the dimension of the accumulator array or decrease the number of computations required. A
key improvement in voting approaches was introduced in [19]: the representation of ellipses by
a n + 1 dimensional accumulator array. Further improvements include the randomised Hough
transform [132] applied to the n+ 1 dimensional algorithm [133].
Hough transform-based and voting methods are still popular for image processing: they are
accurate, robust against occlusion and can be implemented very efficiently. However, these
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algorithms require an edge image, the production of which may be a very delicate process
for noisy images. Also, most Hough transform-based and voting algorithms require a known
number of ellipses (and thus accumulator array maxima) to extract, a number that it is often
difficult or impossible to determine before segmenting the images, especially in large-scale or
high-throughput imaging scenarios. Further, voting-based methods are very sensitive to the
intrinsic quantisation of the accumulator array, small changes in quantisation can lead to both
false positives and false negatives [119].
5.1.3 Edge-following Methods
Many recent methods focus on the use of elliptical arcs or ellipse segments to detect and refine
earlier detection of ellipses, e.g. [134–137]. These methods exploit edge connectivity to group
edge pixels into arcs, which are then themselves grouped into ellipses. Introduction of self-
correcting arc grouping [138] have helped reduce errors in the arc grouping by using a feedback
loop to replace low confidence ellipses with high confidence ellipses. These approaches are the
most successful for the detection of many ellipses within an image but require strong edge
connectivity for the ellipses. Further, these methods often struggle to detect smaller ellipses
as the edge segments tend towards the size of noise-derived edge segments.
Finally, there are several notable methods that fall outside of these three categories (see [118] for
a recent survey). These methods are often statistical, e.g. random samle consensus (RANSAC)-
based [139, 140], or heuristic in nature and many of these methods are a hybridisation of the
above categories, such as [141, 142].
5.1.4 Contributions and Overview
The method presented in this paper uses aspects of both least-squares methods and Hough-like
methods and is a form of object detection that relies on the symmetric nature of ellipses and
a foreground-background distinction in the image. Using the framework proposed by [118] the
method presented in this paper fills the “Algorithm Selection” layer. As such, we do not focus
on image acquisition or preparation but rather on the algorithms strengths and weaknesses when
compared to other algorithm choices. It should be noted that our method requires no pre-
calculated edge maps (c.f. Hough transform-based methods) and is thus more robust to noise
and able to detect ellipses on the scale of noise.
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Key challenges in ellipse detection are: 1. the sensitivity of many approaches to noise, particularly
those that require edge images and may require fine-tuning of such pre-processing stages; 2. the
difficulty of detecting many ellipses within a single image; and 3. the requirement of many
methods to have large number of pre- and post-processing stages, which may have multiple
parameters for each stage.
In this paper, we derive our new technique for the detection and implicit measurement of ellipses.
The method takes advantage of the fact that ellipses have an intrinsic level of symmetry allowing
our technique to look along a single axis of the shape.
The key contributions of this technique are: 1. the ability to detect ellipses from an image without
a priori knowledge of the number of ellipses present; 2. robustness against noise; and 3. minimal
pre- and post-processing stages and minimal parameter tuning.
Through this paper we will demonstrate the development of this new method through analogous
extension of granulometry (see Granulometry of Circular Objects in 2D Images), a technique that
uses only morphological operations and simple mathematical operations. We then provide an
algorithmic description of our method and introduce necessary changes for dealing with real and
noisy images (see Methods). We compare our method to a popular elliptical Hough transform,
two recent non-Hough methods and a state-of-the-art ellipse fitting method by validating the
methods quantitatively on synthetic images, including noisy scenarios (see Experiments and
Discussion). Finally, we demonstrate qualitatively the ability of our method to detect ellipses in
a variety of real images (see Experiments on Real Data).
5.2 Granulometry of Circular Objects in 2D Images
Granulometry is a mathematical method that computes the distribution of ‘granule’ sizes in
images through simple morphological operations [35]. This technique has mostly been used in
the analysis of images of geological materials, although its power with regard to circle detection
and extraction became clear from an early stage (see [143, 144]). Mathematically it can be
defined through the following steps:
1. Given an initial circular SE of unit radius, b0, we then create a family of SEs, {bk}, k ∈ N,
where bk is defined as
bk = b0 ⊕k b0, (5.1)
where ⊕k denotes k sequential morphological dilations,e.g. for k = 3, b3 = b0⊕b0⊕b0⊕b0.
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2. Then, given a binary image, I, we define the set of morphological openings (◦) of I,
{Ok} = {I ◦ bk} . (5.2)
3. The granulometry function for image I is defined as
GI(k) = |Ok| , (5.3)
i.e. the sum of pixel intensities in Ok.
4. Finally, we define the pattern distribution or granulometry curve of the image as the
function PDI(k) given by,
PDI(k) = GI(k + 1)−GI(k). (5.4)
In order to illustrate the development of our novel method, we will work through how granulo-
metry can be used to detect circles of different sizes in 2D images. There is a simple extension
to ellipses in 2D (described below) and a straightforward extension to 3D.
We begin with an image, as shown in figure 5.1a; this image has a variety of circles of different
size and position. By opening the image with circular SEs of different radius we produce images
such as figure 5.1b. As can be clearly seen, objects smaller than the SE size vanish from the
image through opening; classically, the sum of the image intensity is then used to gauge the
distribution of objects (figure 5.1d) for all SE sizes, i.e. radii, used. We can look more closely
by subtracting one opening from the previous opening of our image; we are now left with only
‘granules’ between these two SEs in size (e.g. figure 5.1c); classically, each of these subtraction
images corresponds to an element of PDI(k) which, as the first derivative of the granulometric
curve, forms a signal where minima denote the existence of objects of that size (c.f. equation (5.4)
and figure 5.1e).
5.2.1 From Circles to Ellipses
By using different shape SEs this technique can be extended to other shape objects; it is, however,
necessary to extend the technique if the objects are not rotationally symmetric. Thus, for a
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(e) PDI (k) the first derivative of GI (k) in one-dimensional (1D)
Figure 5.1: Classical granulometry for circles in 2D binary images. (a) Image of fifteen circles
of known position and radius, r ∈ [3, 30] px. (b) Opening with a circular SE of radius k causes
circles with radius r < k to vanish. (c) Difference of two sequential openings leaves all circles
within that small band. (d) Granulometry curve GI(k) produced by the sum of intensities over
the resultant image for each size SE. Sharp drops indicate the point where lots of objects of that
size disappear. (e) PDI(k), finite difference of the granulometry curve showing local minima
indicative of image objects.
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This is further extended if the SE shape is eccentric, i.e. the width and height are not equal. For
example, granulometry for ellipses would require the user to consider rotation of the objects and
the differences in the major and in the minor axes. This now becomes a heavy computational
task with many morphological operations and a collection of granulometric curves in a large
parameter space describing the SE shape.
It is possible to consider the extension of this technique to any arbitrary object that can be used
to create a set of SEs dependent on the shape’s parameters. As the shape becomes more complex
the computations become greater and the data produced more elephantine.
5.2.2 Extension to Greyscale and Higher Dimensions
Not only can granulometry be extended to any arbitrary, parametrisable shapes in 2D binary
images but it can be extended to such shapes in greyscale images; it is, in fact, possible to
use a greyscale structuring function, i.e. a weighted SE, for morphological opening. Granu-
lometry in greyscale images works under the same principle as for binary images, with binary
erosions/dilations generalising to local intensity min/max functions, respectively. However, it
is recommended that the signal is normalised by the intensity values of each pixel to prevent
bright objects appearing more plentiful than dull objects (since the removal of a bright object
will produce a larger intensity drop).
The extension to higher dimensions, i.e. 3D volumes or 4D+ hyper-volumes causes further
memory and computation issues, namely the number of possible parameters for an arbitrary
shape increases dramatically. Whilst a sphere, for example, would need only a radius, an ellipsoid
would need three radii and two angles of rotation; that’s five granulometric curves to analyse
concurrently.
5.2.3 Granulometry to Edge Detection and Ranging
First, we note that it is possible to produce a granulometric signal, as a function of SE scale
(radius) s, not just for the image GI(s) but for every pixel G~p(s), describing the intensity of
pixel ~p = (x, y) after morphological opening with a disk-shaped SE bs of scale s.
These per-pixel signals are step-like functions whose drops occur where s is equal to the radius
of the object that the pixel belongs to. Contrariwise, a pixel outside of all objects would show no
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step in its signal. If we exchange the morphological opening for a morphological erosion then the
signals are still step-like, but now their drops occur at values of s equal to the shortest distance
to the boundary of any containing object; pixels outside of all objects still have no step in their
signal. This is true in both binary and greyscale cases since erosion with a disk-shaped SE of
radius s sets the intensity of each pixel ~p to the minimum intensity in its circular neighbourhood
of radius s.
We then take this notion a step further, by replacing the disk-shaped SE of radius s with a
symmetrical line of length 2r orientated along angle θ. Now the erosion finds the minimum
intensity, not in a circular neighbourhood of each pixel but along a line of length 2r, centred on
pixel ~p along a set orientation. The granulometric signal G~p(s, θ) for a pixel ~p inside a bright
object now drops at a value of s equal to the shortest distance to the object boundary in the
direction of the line’s orientation θ. For a pixel outside of all objects, the signal still shows no
step.
By eroding with lines of all orientations, we produce a 2D function G~p(s, θ) at every pixel; this
can be though of as multiple 1D granulometric signals per pixel. Once we learn the values of s
at which each of these signals drop, we have for every pixel the shortest distance to a containing
object’s boundary along all directions.
One can think of this approach as analogous to radar or sonar: at every pixel an intensity
measuring beam is sent in all directions and the signal returned is used to detect edges and
range their distance from the pixel. It is for this analogy that we have named our method Edge
Detection and Ranging.
As a refinement, we replace the line shaped SE with the two endpoints of said line. This provides
a level of robustness against speckle noise. Consider, for example, a bright object on a dark
background that contains a spurious dark pixel, ~pdark. If a line SE centred on pixel ~p with length
2S (where S ≥ |~p−~pdark|) ends at ~pdark, then ~p ’s granulometric signal will drop and remain low
for all s ≥ S. This is because the erosion takes the minimum intensity along the line; effectively
pixel ~p cannot ‘see through’ pixel ~pdark. By using the two endpoints we see only a transient dip
in signal, rather than a permanent drop, as the endpoints can move past ~pdark and so the signal
beyond ~pdark is no longer influenced by ~pdark.
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5.3 Methods
In this section we introduce the algorithmic application of these granulometric signals to ellipse
detection by Hilbert transform-based edge detection and ranging.
5.3.1 The Algorithm
Input : I
Output: C,MC ,mC , θC
1 forall θ do
2 forall s do
3 bs,θ ← bθ ⊕s bθ
4 bs,θ ← endpoints(bs,θ)
5 GI(s, θ)← I 	 bs,θ
6 end
7 end




10 M ← max(dI(θ))
11 θM ← argmax
θ
(dI(θ))
12 θm ← θM − 90
13 m← dI(θm)
14 {C} ← regionalMaxima(M ·m)
15 {MC ,mC , θC} ← descriptors(C)
Algorithm 5.1: Edge Detection And Ranging for ellipse detection in 2D images as described in
the main text.
Algorithm 5.1 shows the algorithm for detecting and quantifying ellipses within a 2D binary
iemage. For all possible radii/axis lengths, s, and all possible rotations, θ, we create a line SE,
bs,θ (line 5), remove all pixels except the line endpoints (line 6) and carry out morphological
erosion (denoted by 	) on the image, I (line 7). This forms GI(s, θ), which may be thought
of as a set of 1-D granulometric signals, one for each θ at each pixel. Calculating the first
order derivative (or first order finite difference; c.f. Dealing with Noise) with respect to s gives
PDI(s, θ), from which we determine the distance s at which PDI(s, θ) is most negative, along
all directions θ and for every pixel. This drop-off distance we call dI(θ) (c.f. figure 5.1 (p. 85)e;
line 12). The maximum dI(θ) represents the major axis length, M (again for each pixel), and
the angle along which this maximum occurs is the orientation of the major axis, θM . Likewise,
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m and θm are the minor axis length and orientation. The values of M , m and θ at the centroids
of the regional maxima, C, give the descriptors of each detected ellipse (Lines 20–21).
For ellipse detection, the angle that gives the maximum possible length of all angles is selected
as the major axis. We have chosen to select the minor axis as the length orthogonal to the major
axis; however, a search for the angle that gives the minimum length could also be used. The
angle between the two axes could then be used as a validation check that the object is an ellipse.
Regional maxima [144], and their centroids, are then found from an image that is the element-
wise multiplication (·) of the length values for the major, M , and minor, m, axis measurements.
The value of M , m and θ at the detected centroids gives the approximated ellipse present at
each position.
5.3.2 Finding an Ellipse
Figure 5.2 shows graphically the outcomes of the algorithm described above as applied to an
example ellipse. As can be seen in figure 5.2b, the major axis peak occurs along the centre of the
ellipse (cyan line) at the minor axis. Likewise, a peak occurs in the centre of the ellipse along the
major axis in figure 5.2c (cyan line). By multiplying figure 5.2b and figure 5.2c element-wise, it
is possible to produce an image with a strong peak at the centre of the ellipsoid. Simple regional
maxima can then be calculated to find the centroid.
The ellipse shown in figure 5.2 was produced using pseudo-random values for major axis full-
length, minor axis full-length and orientation: 194 px, 116 px and 143◦, respectively, and was
centred at (100,100) px. Using a version of this code, implemented in MATLAB 2015a [145], our
method extracted an ellipse centred at (100.0± 0.5,100.0± 0.5 px, a major axis of (194.0± 0.5) px,
a minor axis of (116.0± 0.5) px and a rotation of (144± 1)◦. As this is a simple scenario we
compared the output to MATLAB’s built-in regionprops [67], which returned a centroid of
(100,100) px, a major axis of 195.1401 px, a minor axis of 117.4202 px and a rotation of 145.0753◦.
In figure 5.2D, there is a thin border of difference due to the 1◦ angular resolution.
5.3.3 Dealing with Noise
The extension of any mathematical method to noisy scenarios is non-trivial. For our method,
the reliance on a clean, sharp drop in signal at the appropriate length and rotation is a serious
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(b) Image of major axis values
(M in algorithm 5.1)
maxm
0
(c) Image of minor axis values




(d) Major axis rotation (θM in
algorithm 5.1)
(e) Output image (based on C
in algorithm 5.1)
(f) Difference between original
ellipse and detected ellipse
Figure 5.2: Detection of an ellipse with a randomly produced major and minor axis and a random
rotation. (b) Image showing the ‘major’ axis value for every pixel of the original image,i.e.
furthest object edge in any direction. Black indicates zero length while pure white indicates the
maximum major axis length. (c) Image showing the ‘minor’ axis value for every pixel,i.e. closest
object edge. (d) Image showing the rotation of the ‘major’ axis values (to the nearest 1◦). (f)
The difference between the original ellipse and the detected ellipse (green indicates undetected
part of original ellipse and magenta incorrectly identified area).
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(a) The Hilbert transform (red) of clean step-like signals (cyan)












(b) The Hilbert transform (red) of blurred and noisy step-like signals (cyan)
Figure 5.3: Using the Hilbert transform allows for the identification of any step positions for
clean (a) and both blurred and noisy (b). Regional maxima indicate steps down, whilst regional
minima indicate steps up. Red curves shown the input signal, blue plots show the Hilbert
transform of the input signal.
barrier when speckle noise or blur exists in the image. Speckle noise will create erroneous drops in
signal that would otherwise seem clear and sharp whilst blur will weaken genuine drops between
foreground and background signals. Various methods of dealing with these noisy signals were
considered, including least-squares fitting of the signal to a set of Heaviside functions with drops
at all s, the object size. Whilst this, and other methods, worked in various scenarios each had
their limitations and all had a large impact on memory and computation time.
The problem can be considered a simple 1D edge detection issue and can be solved using the
short response Hilbert transform (see appendix E), as described in 2D by [146]. Step and well
signals (c.f. edges and ridges in 2D) have a distinct response signal in the Hilbert transform
(figure 5.3a) and downward steps can be determined by finding the global maxima. Whilst
blurring and speckle noise both affect the clarity of output it is still possible to determine the
step position under large amounts of noise and blurring (figure 5.3b). We have limited our
algorithm to downward steps, i.e. considering objects to be bright on a dark background.
Application of the Hilbert transform for step detection in 1D signals is not only robust but
provides extra information: namely, the size of the gap between the upper and lower segments
of the step (figure 5.3). This gap information is then used as a way to threshold the length
information, removing background speckle and decreasing issues between clustered objects,
darker objects or brighter backgrounds, making the method more resilient to image intensities.
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This adaptation also allows our method to find objects of varying size, rotation and intensity
within noisy and complicated greyscale images. This step gap-based thresholding is the core user
parameter of our algorithm.
With the replacement of the finite difference with this Hilbert step detection, we can begin to
think of the algorithm in a different way. Consider that for all pixels we consider the intensity
signals along a given direction and use the Hilbert transform to range the nearest edge. We do
this in all directions and for all pixels, similar to an array of satellites all being used for local
radar. Once we have our range information we use further processing to determine which pixels
are within ellipses and further to determine the ellipse features. It is for this feature that we
have called our method Hilbert-Edge Detection And Ranging (HEDAR).
Algorithm 5.2 shows the algorithm for detecting and extracting the quantified information of
ellipses within a noisy, 2D greyscale image (c.f. algorithm 5.1 (p. 88)). Initial steps are identical
to algorithm 5.1 (p. 88); however, instead of the finite difference of the granulometric signals,
the Hilbert transform is calculated (line 3). The index of the maximum imaginary value of the
Hilbert transform is taken as the length of any possible step in that direction (line 3). This forms
LI(θ), which may be thought of as a 1D function at every pixel giving one length for each θ at
each pixel. LI(θ) is then used to calculate the difference between the upper and lower portions
of the step, ∆I(θ) (line 4). All signals with a step difference greater than the user parameter th
are removed (set to zero; line 6). The features of possible ellipses and the centroids of ellipses
are calculated as in algorithm 5.1 (p. 88) (lines 7–12). Finally we choose to run a simple pruning
stage (not shown), that removes ellipses based on their percentage overlap. Algorithm 5.2 is
representative of the implemented code used in Experiments and Discussion.
5.4 Experiments and Discussion
It is important for feature detection methods to have quantified validation of annotated results,
especially if the method may then be used on large-scale unknown data. In this section we
present results from a large number of experiments on synthetic and real data, analysing the
running time, accuracy of results and robustness against noise.
5.4.1 Comparator Methods
We have compared our algorithms performance against four alternative ellipse fitting or detection
methods. First, we have selected an efficient and robust randomised Hough-based method based
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Input : I, th
Output: C,MC ,mC , θC
1 Algorithm 5.1: lines 1–7
2 for θi ∈ θ do
3 LI(θi)← argmax
s
(imag(hilbert(GI(s, θ = θi)))
∆I(θi)← mean(GI(s >= LI(θi), θ = θi))−mean(GI(s < LI(θi), θ = θi))
4 end
5 LI(∆I < th)← 0
6 M ← max(LI)
7 θM ← argmax
θ
(LI(∆I >= th))
8 θm ← θM − 90
9 m← LI(θm)
10 {C} ← regionalMaxima(M ·m)
11 {MC ,mC , θC} ← descriptors(C)
Algorithm 5.2: HEDAR for ellipse detection in 2D images as described in the main text.
on [19, 133] (henceforth referred to as elliptical hough transform (Hough)); this method is well
cited since publication and provides a strong example of Hough- and voting-based techniques.
Hough- and voting-based techniques have a key weakness in that a priori knowledge of the
number of ellipses is required otherwise some thresholding of which objects to consider and which
to ignore must occur. As such, we have, where appropriate, tested both scenarios. It should be
noted that our method can be run without such a priori knowledge. For all experiments using
Hough we have included the running of Canny edge detection with automatically calculated
thresholds; the algorithm is then run on the output edge image.
Second, we have chosen to compare our ellipse detection method to the results of a least-
squares-like ellipse fitting method [147] (hyper renormalisation (HyperRN)); fitting methods are
generally designed to fit a single ellipse, therefore we have not applied this method to all of our
experiments. For all experiments using HyperRN we have included the running of gradient-based
edge detection; the algorithm is then run on the output edge points in space.
Finally, we compare our method to two recent arc-fitting, geometric approaches as presented
in [126] and in [137]. Like the Hough, these methods, ElliFit (ElliFit) and fast and effective
ellipse detector (YAED) respectively, rely on an edge image.
To detect multiple ellipses, ElliFit iterates through each connected component of the edge image
to determine whether or not an ellipse is present in that area [126]. For all experiments using
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ElliFit we have included the running of boundary detection, the algorithm is then run on
the connected edges. Unlike the previously described methods, ElliFit does not require any
parameters however we include a maximum length parameter, which filters all detected ellipses
greater than it, to make the method more comparable to the other methods.
Similarly, YAED iterates through detected arc segments in the edge image and by pairing these
segments determines whether or not an ellipse is present in that area [137]. Like ElliFit, YAED
does not require any parameters however we include a maximum length parameter, which filters
all detected ellipses greater than it, to make the method more comparable to the other methods.
5.4.2 Running Time and Memory Use
The efficient, vectorised MATLAB implementation of our algorithm uses morphological opera-
tions and the Fourier transform that introduce a computational and memory bottleneck. This
bottleneck makes our method more than an order of magnitude slower than our comparator
methods. With alternative language implementations the relative gap could be reduced but the
HEDAR technique will always be more computationally complex as it acts on all pixels in the
image, not a subset, such as only the edge pixels.
Further, the use of morphological operations requires the signals for all pixels to be held in
memory, this limits the size of the image and maximum ellipse size that can be detected on a
standard desktop PC with this implementation. As such, our synthetic experiments have been
run for ellipses with major axis lengths less than 50 px and images less than 128 px× 128 px
(unless otherwise stated).
Figure 5.4 (p. 96) shows the performance of our full Hilbert-based method (HEDAR; as described
in algorithm 5.2 (p. 93)), the elliptical hough transform (Hough) (as described in [19, 133]), both
with and without a given number of objects (Hough (w/ N) and Hough, respectively), the ellipse-
fitting hyper renormalisation (HyperRN; as described in [147]), ElliFit (as described in [126])
and fast and effective ellipse detector (as described in [137]). All methods were implemented in
MATLAB [67] except YAED, which is provided by the authours as a C++ project.
As expected the computational running for HEDAR is larger than the running time for the other
methods, especially at small image sizes (figure 5.4a (p. 96)). HEDAR does, however, run in
constant time for any number of objects in the image (figure 5.4b (p. 96)), unlike edge-based
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methods where, with more objects, there are more edge pixels to process. This lends the use of
HEDAR methods towards busy images with many objects, e.g. biological images, as opposed to
smaller images with few objects, e.g. computer vision tasks.
5.4.3 Detection Accuracy
To investigate the detection accuracy of the proposed method we have emulated the synthetic
experiments first shown in [137]. We ran our method and the comparators on automatically
generated synthetic images of size 32× 32 each containing a single ellipse without noise.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show how robust these methods are to size and eccentricity, respectively.
In these plots each ‘pixel’ is given an intensity value that corresponds to the Jaccard similarity
index [148]∗ between the input image and the result of that algorithm. Hence, a bright pixel
indicates that the given method was able to correctly identify the ellipse. In figure 5.5 (p. 97)
each pixel represents the minimum Jaccard similarity for ellipses of a given major axis length
and axis ratio (minor axis over major axis) over all rotations. A deep blue pixel may indicate
that no ellipse was detected or that more than one ellipse was detected, under which situations
a Jaccard similarity of zero is assigned. In figure 5.6 (p. 98) each pixel represents the minimum
Jaccard similarity for ellipses of a given major axis length and orientation over all axis ratios,
regardless of the number of ellipses detected. Figure 5.7 (p. 99) shows four random examples of
ellipses as generated in the above experiments.
As expected, all algorithms, where ellipses are identified, show a level of robustness to orientation,
regardless of eccentricity. Further, as the axis ratio tends towards zero and the ellipses tend
towards line-elements, all methods begin to experience difficulties; however, figure 5.5 (p. 97)
shows a better ability to detect such cases for HEDAR and Hough, as opposed to ElliFit.
Although ElliFit shows better quality results, the large space of zero-valued pixels for small size
ellipes indicates an inability to deal with ellipses that might be considered on the level of noise.
Both HEDAR and Hough (with a given number), are, however, able to detect and measure such
small-scale ellipses. It should be noted that Hough without a given number of ellipses in unable
to correctly identify only a single ellipse when run with default parameters over this range of
images.
∗ For completeness the mathematical definition of the Jaccard index has been provided in appendix D (p. 150)
along with justification for the choice of this metric over others.
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HEDAR Hough (w/ N) Hough
HyperRN ElliFit YAED
(a) Performance time against image size





















(b) Running time against number of ellipses within a fixed-size image
Figure 5.4: Comparison of computational running time for methods as described in the text.
(a) Mean running time against image size in pixels for ten trials. Each trial image contained a
single ellipse of the same properties. (b) Mean running time against the number of fixed-size,
non-overlapping ellipses in a fixed-size image. Each trial contained a specific number of ellipses of
the same size with varied position and orientation. Standard error upon the mean was calculated
for all data points on all plots and are shown as thin bands.
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(c) ElliFit (d) YAED
0.0 0.5 1.0
Jaccard Similarity Index
Figure 5.5: Algorithm response with respect to major axis length (vertical axis; from 3 to 39
pixels) and axes ratio (minor axis length/major axis length; horizontal axis). The proposed
method, HEDAR, (a), Hough with no N (b) and ElliFit (c). (d) YAED failed to reliably identify
ellipses of this size scale due to the small number of edge pixels.
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(c) ElliFit (d) YAED
0.0 0.5 1.0
Jaccard Similarity Index
Figure 5.6: Algorithm response with respect to rotation (vertical axis; from 0◦ to 179◦) and axes
ratio (minor axis length/major axis length; horizontal axis). The proposed method, HEDAR,

























































































































































































Figure 5.8: HEDAR can robustly detect the number of non-overlapping, fixed-size ellipses in an
image. Detected number of ellipses against actual number of ellipses for HEDAR and comparator
methods. Standard error upon the mean is presented for all plots as a band.
Not only is the overall accuracy of any method important for its application but so too is the
method’s ability to deal with many objects. Figure 5.8 shows how HEDAR is able to correctly
detect the number of ellipses in an image. We ran HEDAR on a set of synthetic images with
a known number of small ellipses. Each trial image was of of size 256 × 256 and contained n
small ellipses of varied size, position and orientation. The plot shows how, as the number of
ellipses increases, both Hough and ElliFit struggle to correctly count the number of objects,
whilst HEDAR is able to maintain a correct count for most n.
5.4.4 Robustness Against Noise
In order to determine the usefulness of new methods, they must be tested against issues such as
noise and image complexity. Figure 5.9 shows the mean Jaccard similarity index of the results
for synthetic images of known peak signal-to-noise ration (PSNR) for three different types of





















Additive Gaussian Multiplicative Guassian
Salt & Pepper
Figure 5.9: Comparing the robustness of the proposed method over a range of noisy images
for different noise types. Jaccard similarity index against peak signal-to-noise ratio in decibels;
standard error upon the mean is presented for all plots as a band.
seen, the proposed method is robust to large amounts of noise. Figure 5.10 shows examples of
low (20 dB) and high levels of noise (0 dB).
5.4.5 Experiments on Real Data
This sections presents the results of our method, HEDAR, on real data and qualitatively compares
the outputs to the Hough, ElliFit and YAED methods.
All method parameters have been included in the paper repository. HEDAR requires a threshold-
ing value related to local object brightness and, optionally, takes a maximum ellipse size in pixels;
the Hough method requires a maximum ellipse size and an accumulator thresholding parameter;
whereas, the ElliFit and YAED methods requires only an optional maximum ellipse size for
post-processing.
All images were converted to double format, with values between 0 and 1. Images with bright
background were also inverted. Before Hough, ElliFit or YAED analysis, images underwent
canny edge detection using the automatic MATLAB lower and upper thresholds.
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Figure 5.10: Examples of HEDAR run on synthetic noisy images.
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Figure 5.11 shows the results as applied to biological images (figure 5.11a), posed images (fig-
ure 5.11b) and real-world images (figure 5.11c). As can be seen, HEDAR outperforms alternative
methods in accurately capturing the number of elliptical objects in the image. Clearly, HEDAR
does not return perfect results and issues of connected objects, such as the cherry stems, and
uneven object brightness, such as the egg shells, distort the resultant ellipse. However, we feel the
results shown indicate the strengths of the HEDAR approach over classical and state-of-the-art
approaches. Other examples can be seen in figure 5.12 (p. 105).
Figure 5.13 (p. 105) demonstrates a key limitation of the HEDAR method: that objects of interest
are considered bright on a dark background. Obviously many images, such as that in figure 5.13
(p. 105), have both bright and dark objects on a medium background. HEDAR is able to capture
the bright object when run on the original image and the dark object when run on the inverted
image. It is the authors’ opinions that further development of the Hilbert-edge detection step
(Dealing with Noise) will allow the HEDAR approach to capture both bright objects on darker
backgrounds and dark objects on brighter background within a single image.
5.5 Automatic Nuclei Counting in Fluorescent Microscopy
5.5.1 Background
Quantitative biology relies heavily on the use of fluorescence microscopy and associated tools.
Key to a large number of assays is the ability to detect and count the number of cells or
nuclei in an image or region of interest. Frequently, such as for high-throughput and large-
scale imaging experiments, the first step for automated image analysis is nuclei or cell detection
and segmentation. As such, and given the broad range of fluorescence microscopy technologies,
methods and assays, the scientific community requires new automatic approaches to this essential
step.
Manual cell counting and annotation, by visual inspection, is difficult, labour intensive, time-
consuming and subjective to the annotator involved. As such, a significant number of groups
have proposed a variety of approaches for automatic nuclei detection in fluorescent microscopy
images. In recent years proposed methods have included:
• variations upon thresholding-based segmentation, which are limited in performance due to



















































































































































































































(a) Coin (b) Frisbee
(c) Comet
(d) Mars
Figure 5.12: Examples of HEDAR on real greyscale images with bright and dark objects of
interest. (a) A coin. (b) A Frisbee. (c) A comet. (d) Mars.
(a) Original Image (b) Inverted Image
Figure 5.13: Example of HEDAR on real greyscale images with bright and dark objects of interest.
(a) Using the original image. (b) Using the inverted image (results shown on the original image).
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• H-minima transforms [151];
• voting-based techniques [152], which both show good results but are sensitive to parameters;
• gradient vector flow tracking and thresholding [153, 154], such PDE-based methods require
strong stopping and reinitialisation criteria, set in advance, to achieve smooth curves for
tracking;
• using LoG filters [20], which is low computational complexity but struggles with variation
in size, shape and rotation of objects within an image; and
• graph-cut optimisation approaches [155], which requires the finding of initial seed points
for each nucleus.
In this case study we apply a new ellipse detection algorithm, Hilbert-Edge Detection And
Ranging (HEDAR) [156] to fluorescence microscopy images from the Broad Bioimage Benchmark
Collection [21]. HEDAR requires no preprocessing on these data sets and consists of two stages:
a) automatic detection of ellipse-like objects and simultaneous annotation of position, orientation,
major and minor axes; b) simple post-detection pruning.
We show that HEDAR is a competitive algorithm for counting nuclei in fluorescent microscopy
images of cells. We also report those scenarios under which HEDAR fails to count nuclei so that
the reader can easily determine the possible limitations when using this method.
5.5.2 Experiments & Results
In this section we use one additional step in the processing of images: in post-processing, we
remove all unduly small objects based on minimum nuclei size and then cycle through all detected
ellipses, removing the more overlapped ellipse of any pair overlapping by greater than 50 %.
We have tested HEDAR on three data sets, all freely available from the Broad Bioimage Bench-
mark Collection [21]. The first set, BBBC001v1 [157], consists of six Hoechst 33342-labelling
channel images of human HT28 colon cancer cells (figure 5.14b). All images are 512× 512 pixels
and stored as 8-bit TIFF files.
The second data set, BBBC002v1 [157], consists of 50 images each of five distinct samples of
Drosophila melanogaster Kc167 cells, again with Hoechst 33342 labelling (figure 5.14b). All
images are 512× 512 pixels and stored as 8-bit TIFF files.
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(a) The Broad Bioimage
Benchmark Collection dataset
BBBC001 contains images of
the HT29 human colon cancer
cell lines labelled by Hoechst
33342, a DNA labeller used to
highlight the nucleus.




Kc167 cells also labelled by
Hoechst 33342.
(c) The Broad Bioimage
Benchmark Collection dataset
BBBC004 contains synthetic
images generated by the
SIMCEP programme. This
image is from the dataset
generated with a 60 % chance
of generated nuclei overlap.
Figure 5.14: Examples of images from the Broad Bioimaging Benchmark Collection, as used in
this thesis.
The final data set, BBBC004v1 [158], consists of 20 images each of five distinct subsets of syn-
thetic fluorescent cell populations with different clustering/overlapping probabilities generated
with SIMCEP [159, 160] (figure 5.14b). All images are 950×950 pixels and stored as 8-bit TIFF
files.
Optimal parameters for HEDAR (maximum object size and step thresholding level) were manu-
ally determined and we used a single set of parameters for each distinct set of images.
Figure 5.15 shows examples of HEDAR results on BBBC001, Hoechst 33342-labelling of human
HT28 colon cancer cells. Most nuclei are accurately counted (figure 5.15a) giving a low mean
percentage error (table 5.1). HEDAR fails to detect a small number of cells, specifically irregular
cells (e.g. the nucleus in figure 5.15b) and clustered or overlapping cells (e.g. figure 5.15c),
including cells that have recently undergone mitosis.
Figure 5.16 (p. 109) shows examples of HEDAR results on BBBC002, Drosophila melanogaster
Kc167 cells. Whilst HEDAR detects most nuclei (figure 5.16a (p. 109)) there are more false
negatives than in the other datasets. Here HEDAR fails due to the large and complex nature
of these nuclei, with cells appearing multi-nucleated (figure 5.16d (p. 109)) and with large,
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Figure 5.15: Examples of results for benchmark dataset BBBC001.
Data Set
Mean % Error (StDev) Human
% VariationHEDAR [157]
BBBC001v1 1.93 (1.25) 6.2 11
BBBC002v1 12.37 (14.16) 17 16
BBBC004v1 3.59 (0.03) - -
Table 5.1: Mean percentage counting error for all datasets.
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(a) Good True Positive (b) False Negative (low in-
tensity)
(c) False Positive (internal
variation)
(d) Multi-nucleated Cells
Figure 5.16: Examples of results for benchmark dataset BBBC002. Note how the large, high
variation cells cause issues for this method of ellipse detection.
inhomogeneous nuclei (figure 5.16c). Despite this, the mean percentage error is in line with other
published results and variation between the human ground truth counts (table 5.1 (p. 108)).
Using the BBBC004 dataset, we were also able to characterise how well the proposed method
can cope with increasing degrees of clustering. Figure 5.17 shows the results of HEDAR on
each subset of synthetic images from BBBC004; for comparison, the reported results of two
other methods are also plotted [161, 162]. As can be seen, HEDAR-based counting is much less
affected by clustering and overlap than the comparison methods.
These results show that HEDAR is a competitive tool for nuclei counting and detection. HEDAR
performs at the same or better level of error than commonly used solutions and recent state-
of-the-art solutions and gives results that agree with ground truth data with a high level of
accuracy.
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Figure 5.17: Mean percentage error in nuclei counting results for dataset BBBC004, a synthetic
dataset with images of increasing overlap probability.
5.6 Conclusion
We have detailed a new method of ellipse detection in images, giving the mathematical form
of this approach and describing the extension needed to cope with noisy image data. We have
compared this algorithm to an efficient and accurate Hough transform-based ellipse detector, two
state-of-the-art geometric ellipse detection methods and a state-of-the-art ellipse fitting technique
and shown that, whilst being computationally heavier, our novel method is invariant in running
time with the number of ellipses or the levels of noise and is as or more robust to noise in images
and clustering of objects than the alternative approaches.
This new method can work with no a priori knowledge; this is unlike other methods, such
as Hough-based approaches or convolution approaches where some knowledge of the elliptical
objects or the image properties is required to get useful information from the image.
In this paper we have highlighted both the benefits of this method and those scenarios where
this approach may falter. We believe this information to be essential before users should use
this method on their own data. We expect that further development of this approach, such as
optimisation for larger nuclei and adaptations to the Hilbert-edge ranging stages, will further
improve the performance and the applicability of this technique.
In future work we hope to minimise the computational complexity by 1) rotating the image
rather than each SE, 2) using a sliding window approach to replace the multiple SEs needing for
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the opening approach, 3) incorporating multiple signals into a single Hilbert transform to reduce
the number of Fourier transforms required.
Epilogue
In this chapter, I have introduced a novel method for the detection, counting and extraction of
ellipses in greyscale images. I have highlighted the benefits and limitations of this new method
and validated the approach on synthetic and real data, comparing against several other methods.
This new approach, HEDAR, performs satisfactorily in all these experiments and is shown to be
a more powerful ellipse counter than these comparator approaches.
I have described the application of this method to nuclei counting and detection in fluorescence
microscopy. This task has the challenges of low signal-to-noise ratio, high heterogeneity within
and between the objects of interest and often high clustering rates. Although many methods for
this problem already exist, their success is often heavily linked to the dataset used for development
and new, robust approaches to this issue are still needed. A key advantage of HEDAR is the
lack of a reliance on edge detection, a step which is often very sensitive to contrast artefacts and
image noise. I have shown HEDAR to be a satisfactory ellipse detector with a better ability to
count nuclei in clustered or noisy scenarios compared to comparator approaches.
In the last two chapters, I have described two methods to object detection and counting in
fluorescence microscopy covered in the (sub-)pixel and supra-pixel range. I have shown that
both methods are satisfactory object detectors and, further, that HEDAR is powerful when it
comes to counting elliptical objects in noisy and complex images.
In the next chapter, I move beyond object detection to object measurement, again utilising math-
ematical morphology, to quantify medical images. This approach again builds upon granulometry







In the previous chapters, I have introduced an image enhancement method (chapter 3 (p. 20)) and
two object detection methods (chapters 4–5) built upon the ideas of mathematical morphology. In
this chapter, I illustrate the possibility of using this approach for the quantitative measurement
of objects of interest, here, in the context of measuring the thickness of vasculature for the
identification of abnormalities, such as cerebral aneurysms.
First, I introduce the challenges for image-based quantification of vascular abnormalities, before
describing my approach to segmenting and quantifying the vascular network from a series of
magnetic resonance angiography images. I validate these measurements by comparing them to











Figure 6.1: Maximum intensity projection of TOF MRA data showing the brain vasculature and
other vessels and features. Key vessels have been highlighted.
6.1 Introduction
As one of the world’s leading causes of death, understanding, diagnosing and treating the causes
of stroke is of vital important [163]. Strokes may be caused by clotting or haemorrhaging within
the cerebral vasculature, both of which have an effect on the shape and thickness of the blood
vessel network. Digital image analysis of MRA data, such as that in figure 6.1, allows us to
measure and compare morphology and dynamics within brain vasculature to identify changes
within a patient’s vasculature and identify abnormalities between patients, e.g. [164, 165].
Improved image analysis tools will allow for enhanced research into the development and forma-
tion of intracranial vascular abnormalities and characteristics predisposing aneurysm rupture or
clotting. Such tools can be used to support the extensive literature surrounding modelling of such
vascular networks. Further, these methods can be utilised directly in diagnostic screening and,
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as the volume of medical imaging data increases, pre-screening tasks that may help neurologists
and surgeons focus on areas of the MRA images [166].
The current most popular existing tool for quantification and analysis of cerebral vasculature
images is the open source Vascular Modelling Toolkit (VMTK) [29, 167], which is capable of
segmentation of regions of vasculature using level-set approaches, geometric analysis of extracted
surfaces and modelling with computational fluid dynamics.
Unfortunately, VMTK, like many other existing tools, focusses on the user identifying and
defining volumes of interest [168–170]. This decreases it’s usefulness for automated analysis,
as global approaches for the segmentation of all vasculature, calculation of metrics across the
brain and highlighting of areas with potential abnormalities are required.
We propose that, unlike existing softwares, a global approach may be used to identify volumes as
the candidate regions for other, local approaches [171]. Such global metrics might include image
vesselness or blobness measures, such as [41], which can then be used to identify regions for local
image and morphology features to be calculated, as in [172].
This paper introduces a new global approach for the interactive, semi-automated segmentation
of complete brain vasculature, measurement of vessel thickness and the visual highlighting of
potential abnormalities.
Through this paper, we will describe this global image analysis approach (section 6.2), introdu-
cing the techniques applied at each stage, before demonstrating the results on a dataset of real
MRA images with and without aneurysms (section 6.3 (p. 118)). We show how this approach can
highlight aneurysms and aneurysm-like regions of interest and discuss its further development
(section 6.4 (p. 120)).
6.2 Methods
Our interactive vasculature segmentation and automated measurement and aneurysm highlight-
ing framework follows a series of steps, as illustrated in figure 6.2. The following sections detail the
method for semi-automated vascular segmentation, thickness measurement, putative aneurysm























Figure 6.2: Flow chart of the proposed global approach. The raw MRA image is processed to
automatically detect seed points (figure 6.3) that are used for automated GPU active contour
segmentation (figure 6.4). The user can then choose to keep the segmentation or manually edit the
level set contour. The final segmentation then undergoes granulometric thickness measurement
(algorithm 6.1) before being visualised as a heat map across the surface of the vasculature
(figure 6.7).
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6.2.1 Automated and Interactive Vasculature Level-Set Segmentation
To simplify the process for the user, we automatically identify seeding shapes for the initialisation
of the level-set segmentation. These seeds are calculated by detecting the blood vessels that enter
the base of the brain, e.g. the internal carotid arteries (see figure 6.1). Ideally these should be
four bright spots on the first slice of the image; however, in practice, we find that one or more
spots may be dull or appear missing from the first slices; we also often capture additional vessels
that are bright and low down the stack. For our segmentation to work, we need to capture at
least two arteries from the internal carotid and vertebral arteries. To automatically detect these
arteries, we identify all areas with intensity in the top 5 % of a maximum projection of the base
5 % slices, e.g. the bottom five slices of a 100 slice stack. We then prune those areas based on
their size (area ≥30 pixels), eccentricity (≤0.9) and solidity (defined as the ratio of the actual
area to the area of the convex hull; ≥0.8) and whether or not they are in the central region of
the MRA. Figure 6.3 shows some representative results from this stage. The thresholds for size,
eccentricity and solidity were empirically chosen.
These seeding shapes are used as the initial φ image for our interactive GPU active contours
(IGAC) segmentation method [6] based on [173]∗. The IGAC programme can act in an interactive
manner, where the user can fine-tune three intuitive parameters and utilise the novel brush
functions presented in [6], or, as used initially here, in an automated way with set parameters
that work well for a broad range of MRA images. For the first, automated run of the segmentation
programme, we automatically remove all connected components not connected with one or more
of our initial seeds.
The user is then presented with the segmentation results for confirmation of correct segmentation;
should the user declare the segmentation to be poor, they are directed to the interactive variation
of the segmentation tool with the current results as the initialising φ. At this stage, no automated
pruning is carried out and the user is given full control of the final, segmented vascular network.
6.2.2 Measuring Vessel Thickness with Mathematical Morphology
Once segmented the resultant binary image undergoes analysis by mathematical morphological
processing, a form of granulometric analysis used to determine the vessel thickness at any point,
as shown in algorithm 6.1 (p. 118). Iterative morphological opening with spherical kernels allows
the accurate measuring of thickness at all positions in the vasculature network; for MRA data,
which is usually anisotropic in z, elliptical kernels are used.
∗ See appendix F (p. 152) for a brief summary of this level-set approach.
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(c) (e)
(a) Example seed points
(d)
(b) Example seed points
(c) Desired seed point, here the
left internal carotid artery.
(d) Desired seed point, here
the left internal carotid artery.
Note how some of the artery is
not captured by the seed; this
will be captured by the level-set
stage.
(e) Undesired, but useful, seed
point, here this detected seg-
ment of vasculature is contigu-
ous with the main cerebral vas-
culature of interest..
Figure 6.3: Automatically identified vascular material (red pixels in (a) and (b)) for φ
initialisation. Note how, in some images, non-central vessels may also be captured, e.g. (e);
such artefacts generally have little effect on the output.
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Input : I, smax
Output: Ithickness
1 r ← getResolution (I)
2 for s ∈ [1, smax] do /* for sequential sphere sizes */
3 b← anisotropicSphere (s, r)
4 Is ← I ◦ b
5 end
6 Ithickness ← maxs (Is)
Algorithm 6.1: Measuring segmented vessel thickness with sequential openings allows us to get
a robust measure of the thickness at all positions. Those areas with larger thicknesses than
their surrounding vasculature may indicate the presence of aneurysms. In our pipeline, I is the
output of the level-set segmentation processs, φ.
6.2.3 Visualisation
This thickness information is then mapped onto the surface of the segmented vasculature. We
find that mapping the thickness of the vessels to a sequential colormap, such as the commonly
used jet colormap, highlights abnormalities which generally appear thicker than their adjacent
vessel segments.
6.2.4 Implementation
The proposed approach is implemented using a combination of C++ and MATLAB 2016a [67].
Segmentation codes are implemented in C++ and are built on the GLFW openGL library for
GPU parallelisation; segmentation codes can be found at [174]. Wrapper codes and all further
analyses are implemented in MATLAB.
6.3 Results
We report results on ten 3D TOF 5 T MRA data sets. All image slices are 580 × 640 pixels in
size with an xy-resolution of 0.31 mm and a z-resolution of 0.57 mm. The number of slices per
image is 136. The data contains four aneurysms at differing locations in the vasculature.
Of the ten sample images, seven gave visually high-quality segmentations purely through the
automated initialisation figure 6.4. One segmentation had small but noticeable errors, i.e.
missing the posterior communicating arteries (see figure 6.1) in the Circle of Willis figure 6.4a
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(a) Poor automatic segmentation where the user can visually see parts of the
posterior communicating arteries of the Circle of Willis are missing (white
arrows).
(b) Good automatic segmentation where the user cannot identify any missing
vasculature, any loss of connectivity or any extraneous segmentation.
Figure 6.4: Semi-automated segmentation of brain vasculature using our IGAC. Automatic
segmentation is started from automatically detected seeds (figure 6.3). The results may be
accurate representations of the vasculature (c.f. the maximum Z-projection (left) with the
resultant segmentation (right) in (b)) or the segmentation may be missing components (a) at
which point the user may take control and interactively adjust the segmentation to get a better
results. The choce of ’good’ and ’poor’ is a visual assessment that may vary between users and
between datasets.
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(white arrows); however, these structures were difficult to perceive in the raw image and thus
difficult to fix in the interactive stage.
Two segmentations failed to capture large sections of the network automatically, i.e. missing the
majority of a hemisphere’s vasculature. In both cases this was due to significant obstructions
(hole/block) in the image figure 6.5; due to these obstructions, it was impossible to correct the
segmentation during the interactive adjustment phase fully. For one image, this prevented the
vasculature containing the aneurysm from being segmented; this is a clear limitation of this
approach that must be overcome in moving forward.
As can be seen in figure 6.6 (p. 122), the calculated thickness is as expected with those vessels
entering the brain being measured as thicker than the smaller vessels that branch throughout
the brain. To validate this thickness we selected five random regions of each MRA image and
measured the thickness of the vasculature in the raw image, comparing them to the automatically
calculated thickness. We manually measured the thickness orthogonal to the vessel and calculated
the mean thickness after accounting for resolution anisotropy. We found the mean error in
thickness to be approximately a 0.66 mm under estimate of the thickness. This is likely due to
the segmented vasculature being thinner than the human-measured vessels in the real image due
to blurred and unsharp edges in the raw image.
6.4 Discussion & Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new set of tools of for the semi-automated segmentation
of brain, and other, vascular systems and the automatic measurement of thickness across the
network. This allows users to easily visualise possible sites of abnormalities, such as aneurysms,
for further probing.
This approach should be easily extendable to other vascular systems such as the abdominal aorta;
however, refinements are required to overcome the issue of obstructions in the segmentation stage
(figure 6.5) and to better segment smaller vessels at the tips of the network. Some of this may
be accomplished by the application of a 3D vessel enhancement method, such as an extension
of chapter 3 (p. 20).
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(a) Poor automatic segmentation due to a ‘hole’
(b) Poor automatic segmentation due to an obstruction
Figure 6.5: Severe artefacts in the image (white arrows; right) can prevent accurate segmentation
(left) leading to missing or incorrect analysis later in the pipeline. Some of these issues can be
accounted for in the interactive adjustment stages but severe obstructions such as those in (a)
and (b) may prevent accurate segmentation.
122
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
(a) Thickness overlaid on the 3D segmented surface
(b) Thickness projected onto a maximum Z-projection of the
original MRA
Figure 6.6: Results of thickness calculation on a full segmentation of brain vasculature shown in
3D (a) and overlaid on the 2D maximum Z-projections (b).
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
(a) Thickness overlaid on the 3D segmented surface highlighting an aneurysm
(b) Thickness projected onto a maximum Z-projection of the
original MRA
Figure 6.7: Results of thickness calculation on a vasculature network with an aneurysm clearly
highlighted as a thicker area relative to the neighbourhood. Here the thicknes is shown in 3D (a)
and overlaid on the 2D maximum Z-projections (b) and the white arrow indicates the aneurysm.
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Epilogue
In this chapter I have applied mathematical morphology to the challenging task of measuring
the thickness of vascular networks in MRA images. I have shown this approach to give accurate
values for the thickness of vessels and allows the visualisation of possible vascular abnormalities
such as aneurysms.
Over the preceding chapters, I have described several approaches that use mathematical mor-
phology and related techniques to enhance images, detect objects and quantitatively measure
objects of interest. Across this thesis, I have demonstrated the power of these approaches and
the importance of remembering more classical, mathematical approaches in a time when ‘deep-




In this thesis, I have introduced new techniques for the enhancement of images and the detection
and measurement of objects in images. These methods have been built upon the ideas and
concepts of mathematical morphology.
Relying on the nature of the shape of vessel-like structures in images, I have introduced a new
vessel enhancement method, the bowler-hat transform (chapter 3 (p. 20)), validating the results
on synthetic data, comparing to existing methods and demonstrating the enhancement ability
of this approach on challenging real data. I have shown that the bowler-hat transform is a
successful enhancement technique that equals or betters comparator methods in synthetic and
real scenarios.
Building, similarly, upon the nature of symmetry in elliptical objects in images, I have introduced
a new ellipse detection algorithm, HEDAR (chapter 5 (p. 79)). Again, this approach has
been validated on synthetic images, compared against state-of-the-art approaches and run on
challenging real-world data. Further, I have shown the success of HEDAR for the challenging
task of detecting and counting nuclei in fluorescence microscopy images (section 5.5 (p. 103)).
Finally, I have developed an early pipeline for segmenting and measuring the thickness of
vasculature and other vessel-like networks based. Here, I have applied this to brain blood vessels
and the visual highlighting of abnormalities such as aneurysms (chapter 6 (p. 112)).
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7.1 Contributions to the Field
This thesis constitutes a series of contributions to the research area of image processing and
analysis, especially within the field of mathematical morphology.
First, in chapter 3 (p. 20), I have introduced a new 2D technique for vessel enhancement in
biomedical images, the bowler-hat transform, this technique is simple and effective and we have
already begun extending the concept to 3D. The bowler-hat transform has been validated against
comparator methods and is shown to give better results under both synthetic and real scenarios.
Further, the bowler-hat transform has been applied to the challenging medical problem of retinal
vasculature segmentation.
In chapter 4 (p. 48), I have extended a sub-pixel particle detection method, using the local
image intensity information for post-identification pruning and selection. This approach has
been explained and published in such a way as to widen the understanding of this approach and
its limitations with regard to colocalisation assays in biology, making this method easily usable
by the biological community.
I have then proposed, in chapter 5 (p. 79), a new method for detection of ‘large’ particles
but ‘small’ ellipses based on directional granulometry and mathematical morphology, HEDAR.
These size objects are often on the scale of noise and, as such, this is a challenging situation that
HEDAR moves a step towards solving. I have moved towards resolving the problem of noise
on these directional signals based on a novel use of the Hilbert Transform to detect true steps
in these 1D signals. I have validated this approach, comparing to state-of-the-art methods, on
both synthetic and real data. Further, HEDAR has been applied to the challenging biological
problem of nuclei counting and detection.
Finally, in chapter 6 (p. 112), I have introduced a new tool for the segmentation and thick-
ness measurement of brain vasculature. This method can be used as an early, global image
measurement step, allowing easy visual and quantitative identification of possible aneuryms or
abnormalities. I have shown the results on a small dataset of images, highlighting the failures
and successes of the approach.
7.2 Conclusions
Although now a long established field, mathematical morphology still provides a wide scope for
research, adaptation and utilisation for image processing, analysis and annotation. The ability
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to build complex filters from sequential, simpler operations also allows such methods to be easily
implemented, optimised and parallelised.
In this thesis, I have demonstrated a selection of ways that mathematical morphology can be
used to enhance and quantify images. For example, the bowler-hat transform (chapter 3 (p. 20)),
is a strong vessel enhancer for images, it is fast and straightforward and provides results equal
to or better than other vessel enhancement techniques.
Whilst, convolutional approaches can provide excellent results, in the area of elliptical object de-
tection, these convolutions become complex and the parameter space vast. With HEDAR I have
demonstrated a reduced-parameter approach to detecting elliptical objects in images by building
on signal processing of a collection of 1D signals, extracted through an approach analogous to
granulometry. Whilst computationally complex, HEDAR is a powerful and successful algorithm
for the detection and counting of ellipse-like objects in images (chapter 5 (p. 79)). It has even
been demonstrated that HEDAR can deal with high levels of noise and clustered or overlapping
objects (section 5.5 (p. 103)).
These new techniques have been shown to work well on noisy and complex data, such as
medical and biological images and, despite the current trend towards deep learning, mathematical
approaches like these will likely have a major role to play in biomedical image analysis for years
to come.
7.3 Future Work
The majority of work in this thesis has been developed for 2D images, a key development for the
uptake of these methods in the field is the extension to 3D. This extension is already ongoing for
the bowler-hat transform and HEDAR. Early pilot experiments show both approaches to be as
successful in 3D as in 2D.
Further, due to the computational complexity of HEDAR, some attempts to parallelise the
algorithm may be required. Porting this approach to GPU architecture should be achievable
with only a little rethinking of the algorithm. Further optimisation may also be possible by
combining the 1D signals before analysis with the Hilbert transform, as the required Fourier
transform step and its inverse are a computational bottleneck in the algorithm.
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Appendix A
The Hessian Matrix for Image
Processing
A.1 The Scaled 2D Hessian Matrix
With respect to its use in image processing, the Hessian matrix, named after the German
mathematician Ludwig Otto Hesse, is a square matrix calculated at each pixel whose elements
are formed of the second-order partial derivatives in x and y for any 2D image I(~p), where

















Where all second-order partial derivatives of I(~p) exist and are continuous in the image domain.
In [41], Frangi and colleagues extend the Hessian to a multi-scale filter by convolving with





























(d) Junctions of vessels
Figure A.1: Visualising the Hessian matrix eigenvalues for blobs and vessels in 2D around a
specific pixel (red).
A.2 Eigenvalues of the 2D Hessian Matrix
The sorted eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix, i.e. ‖λ1‖ ≤ ‖λ2‖, can be used in filtering for
blob-like and vessel-like features in images as shown in chapter 3 (p. 20). In figure A.1, these
eigenvalues have been visualised for background signals, blob-like signals, vessel-like signals and
vessel junctions around a known pixel (red) in 2D space.
Due to the blob suppressing nature of the first Hessian-based vessel enhancement approaches
they often fail at junctions (c.f. the eigenvalue ratios of figure A.1b and figure A.1d). This
fundamental problem is overcome by considering only the λ2 eigenvalues; however, this leads to
the ‘enhancement’ of vessels in areas of background and blob-like signals. The work in chapter 3
(p. 20) goes some way to combatting this issue.
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Appendix B
The Phase Congruency Tensor for
Image Processing
B.1 Phase Congruency
In image processing, phase congruency is an intensity- and contrast-independent feature metric
that can be used for edge, corner and other feature detection. Phase congruency relies on the
feature phases in the frequency domain of the image (figure B.1). At fetures such as edges and
corners many frequency components are in phase regardless of the contrast between foreground
and background in the intensity domain.
Mathematically, we define the phase congruency, PCs(~p), for a set scale, s, over several orienta-

























































(b) Frequency domain of edge features in high and low contrast edges
Figure B.1: The frequency domain phase features of high (left) and low (right) contrast edges.
Note how the frequency component phases line up at the edge regardless of intensity
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Here As,θ(~p) is the amplitude of the image component at scale s, t is a noise reducing threshold
and  a small factor to prevent division by zero. Here b.c is defined as,
bf(x)c =
f(x) f(x) >= 00 otherwise. (B.3)
The phase deviation, ∆ϕs,θ(~p), quantifies the difference between the phase at scale s, ϕs,θ(~p),
and the mean phase over all scales, ϕ¯θ(~p), such that,
∆ϕs,θ(~p) = |cos (ϕs,θ(~p)− ϕ¯θ(~p))− sin (ϕs,θ(~p)− ϕ¯θ(~p))| . (B.4)
Finally, W (~p) is a sigmoid weighting term penalising narrow frequency regions based on γ and
c, gain and cut-off, respectively, Amax(~p), which is the maximum response over all scales and S,












B.2 Phase Congruency Tensor
The contrast-independent nature of phase congruency makes it a powerful tool for many image
processing tasks. In [175] the phase congruency metric was adapted to produce a local, tensor-
based representation of the phase congruency in the image. The tensor can thus be exploited
in a similar manner to the Hessian matrix. Here we assume that the phase congruency is high
in the direction perpindicular to a salient feature and close to zero along the direction of that
feature.







where ~n is the normal vector along angle θ and α = 1N−1 , where N is the dimensionality of the
image.
This tensor can be eigen-decomposed to produce eigenvalues and eigenvectors comparable to
those used in Hessian-based image processing approaches.
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Appendix C
Using the Hungarian Algorithm
for Matching Particles
C.1 The Matching Problem
In the context of protein colocalisation we have a simple scenario: objects in image A need to
be paired with objects from image B. We do this by posing the problem of matching pairs as an
assignment problem where we use the distance between objects in space as the cost of pairing.
For example, if we have objects a, b and c at (1,1), (4,3) and (2,4), respectively, in image A
and objects α, β and γ, at (2,2), (4,3), and (2.5,4.5) respectively, in image B we might have the
following assignment table:
a b c
α 2 5 4
β 13 0 5
γ 14.5 4.5 0.5
Table C.1: Protein colocalisation framed as an assignment problem, values are distance squared.
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a b c
α 0 3 2
β 13 0 5
γ 14 4 0
(a) Subtract row and column minima
a b c
α 0 3 2
β 13 0 5
γ 14 4 0
(b) Cover all zeros with matches
Table C.2: Matching pairs of proteins based on separation distance. (a) The minimum row and
column values are subtracted from the costs, here the distances. (b) Matches are made such that
the minimum number of matches are made to cover the maximum number of zeros.
C.2 Summary of the Hungarian Algorithm
Working with matrices the Hungarian algorithm consists of four steps [16]. First, the minimum
value in each row is subtracted from all values in that row, e.g. our α row becomes [0, 0, 4].
Second, if any columns still have a non-zero minimumn, the minimum value of each column is
subtracted from all values in that column. Third, cover zeros, i.e. add matches between zero
components using the minimum number of matches to cover all zeros in the matrix. Finally, if
there are unmatched pairs, subtract the smallest value in the matrix from all uncovered elements
and repeat the matching stage.
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Appendix D
The Jaccard Similiarity Index
The Jaccard index is a statistical measure of similarity of two sample sets. Given two sets, A
and B, the Jaccard similarity coefficient is given by the intersection over the union of two sets,
J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B| . (D.1)
The resultant coefficient lies in the range [0, 1] where a value of zero implies no overlap and a
value of one implies 100 % overlap between the two samples.
As a binary image comparison metric, i.e. for comparing a segmented image to the ground truth,
we consider A to be the set of ‘true’ pixels in the segmented image and B the set of ‘true’ pixels
in the ground truth, or:
J(Isegmentation, Igroundtruth) =
TP
TP + FN + FP
, (D.2)
where TP (FN) is the number of true positives (false negatives) in Isegmentation.
The Jaccard index can also be used to calculate the Jaccard dissimilarity index (or Jaccard
distance),




The Hilbert transform, first introduced in 1905 by David Hilbert, is an important and commonly
used function in signal processing. The Hilbert transform can be considered as a multiplier
operator in the Fourier domain such that,
F (H(u)) (w) = (−isignum(w)) .F(u)(w), (E.1)
where F denotes the Fourier transform, H the Hilbert transform and signum the signum function.





Segmentation of objects in biological and medical images is a challenging task. Such images are
often very complex and noisy and the objects of interest may be internally inhomogenous and
with broken or occluded boundaries. A commonly used approach to counter these problems is
the field of active contour segmentation.
Active contours, and level-set methods, allow a user to define a starting contour (or surface
in 3D) and a set of energy functionals. The curve is then deformed based on these energy
functionals and the image properties. Level-set methods are a particular branch of active
contour implementations that deform an (N + 1)-dimensional surface and take the 0th level-
set or isocontour as the desired N -dimensional surface.
Although active contour and level-set approaches will give accurate and precise segmentations
there are several primary problems with current algorithms. Implementations are often a) too
specific, relying on very restrictive assumptions or a priori knowledge; b) too slow, with some
approaches taking several hours to complete enough iterations; and c) too difficult to use,
requiring complex parameters that are not always intuitive or related to the image or object
of interest.
In [6] we propose a novel GPU implementation of a specific active contour model: the local
Gaussian distribution fitting (LGDF) energy model proposed by [173]. The mathematics of
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this method are described fully in [173] and the implementation is introduced in [6]. The key,
mathematical feature of this model is the LGDF energy term ELGDF (I, φ), described in the
image domain, Ω, as the sum over all pixels, ~p, of a weighted sum of foreground/background
(i = 1, 2) subregion probabalities, pi,~p(I(~q)).
ELGDF (I, φ) =
∫
~p∈Ω
ELGDF (I, φ, ~p), (F.1)
ELGDF (I, φ, ~p) =−
∫
~q∈Ω










































Here ui(x) if the local foreground/background (i = 1, 2) intensity mean and σi(x) the local
foreground/background standard deviation. Where the foreground/background areas can be de-
limited by the C∞ regularised Heaviside function, such thatM1(φ(~q)) = H(φ(~q)) andM2(φ(~q)) =
1−H(φ(~q)). Finally, ω(~q − ~p) is a normalised Gaussian weighting function centred on ~p.
This level-set approach allows φ to change at all points each iteration, preventing the level-set
from being trapped in a local energy minima [176]. Further, this method is able to segment
objects with inhomogenous internal intensity distributions rather than segmenting foreground
areas as those areas with uniform intensity. This makes this approach ideal for vasculature where
the intensity of blood vesseels varies throughout the system.
